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This is a preliminary investigation of the geometry and dynamics

of rational maps with only two critical points.

INTRODUCTIONWe study rational maps f : bC ! bC of degree n � 2that are bicritical , that is, have only two criticalpoints. Every rational map of degree two is bicriti-cal; this case is discussed in [Milnor 1993; Rees 1990;� 2000; Silverman 1998; Stimson 1993]. For n > 2,bicriticality is a very strong restriction. In fact bi-critical maps seem to behave much more like quad-ratic rational maps than like general rational mapsof degree n.It is shown that the moduli spaceM, consisting ofall holomorphic conjugacy classes of bicritical mapsof degree n, is biholomorphic to C 2. Furthermore,the Julia set of a bicritical map is either connected,or totally disconnected and isomorphic to the one-sided shift on n symbols. In the latter case thisJulia set can be either hyperbolic or parabolic. Cor-respondingly the moduli space splits as the disjointunion of the connectedness locus, the hyperbolic shiftlocus, and the parabolic shift locus:M = C [ Shyp [ SparShyp is a connected open subset ofM with free cyclicfundamental group, while Spar is a codimension onesubset, conformally isomorphic to C r D .
Remark 0.1. There is another interesting trichotomyobtained by considering the multipliers �1; : : : ; �n+1at the various �xed points (see Section 2). If weassume that j�j j 6= 1 for all of these multipliers,there are three possibilities, as follows. If two ofthe �xed points are attracting, then we are in theprincipal hyperbolic component, and the Julia set isa quasicircle. If there is just one attracting �xedpoint, we are in the polynomial-like case, and can
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reduce to the polynomial case by a quasiconformalsurgery. (If N is a compact neighborhood of theattracting point which contains exactly one criticalvalue, with f(N) compactly contained in N , thenf carries bC r f�1(N) onto bC rN by a map whichis polynomial-like in the sense of [Douady and Hub-bard 1985b].) Note that the hyperbolic shift locusis included here. Finally, it may happen that alln+ 1 �xed points are strictly repelling. This essen-tially non-polynomial-like case is the most interest-ing, since this is where we must look for any new orexotic behavior. (Compare Remark 3.2.)In order to understand limiting behavior as the ra-tional map becomes degenerate, it is convenient tointroduce a partial compacti�cation of moduli spaceby adding a line L1 �= C of \points at in�nity". Theresulting extended moduli space bM =M[L1 �bersas a complex line bundleC ,! bM X�! bCover the Riemann sphere, with Chern number equalto n � 1. Here X : M ! C is a certain conjugacyclass invariant which can be described up to signas a cross-ratio (see Lemma 1.7), and X(L1) =1.The connectedness locus C �M has compact closurewithin bM.For each � 2 C rf0g the curve Per1(�) consistingof conjugacy classes of maps with a �xed point ofmultiplier � forms a holomorphic section of the linebundle bM! bC . Any two such sections have exactlyn � 1 intersections, counted with multiplicity. Onthe other hand, for � = 0 the locus Per1(0) is not asection, but rather coincides with a �berL0 = f (f) 2 bM : X(f) = 0 g:This �ber can be identi�ed with the set of con-jugacy classes of unicritical polynomial maps z 7!zn + constant.The moduli space M �= C 2 contains a real sub-space MR �= R 2. This consists not only of conjugacyclasses of maps with real coe�cients but also, whenthe degree n is odd, of a more exotic region consist-ing of conjugacy classes of maps f which commutewith the antipodal map z 7! �1=�z of the Riemannsphere. Such f give rise to dynamical systems onthe nonorientable surface which is obtained by iden-tifying z with �1=�z. Similarly the extended moduli

space bM �M contains a real subset bMR which �bersas a real line bundleR ,! bMR X�! R [ f1gover the circle R [f1g. Topologically, bMR is eithera cylinder or M�obius band according as n is odd oreven.
1. CONJUGACY INVARIANTS AND THE MODULI

SPACE MLet Bicritn be the space of all bicritical maps ofdegree n � 2. It is not hard to check that Bicritnis a smooth 5-dimensional complex manifold. Byde�nition, two rational maps f and g are (holomor-phically) conjugate if there exists a M�obius auto-morphism ' of the Riemann sphere so that g =' � f � '�1. We are interested in the moduli spaceM consisting of all conjugacy classes (f) of degree nbicritical maps. The �rst two sections will providea rather formal algebraic description of this space.First consider the marked moduli space M0, con-sisting of conjugacy classes of f with numbered crit-ical points c1; c2. Here, by de�nition, the conjugacyclass of (f; c1; c2) consists of all triples�' � f � '�1; '(c1); '(c2)�;where ' ranges over M�obius automorphisms of theRiemann sphere bC . In order to construct a completeset of invariants for such an (f; c1; c2), we proceedas follows.
Lemma 1.1. If we put the critical points c1 at in�nityand c2 at zero, then f must have the formf(z) = azn + bczn + d; (1–1)with derivativef 0(z) = nzn�1(ad� bc)(czn + d)2 :(There should be no confusion between the coe�-cient c and the critical points cj .) Here the determi-nant ad� bc must be nonzero. Note that this trans-formation depends only on the ratios (a : b : c : d).
Proof. Write f(z) as the quotient p(z)=q(z) and lookat the equation f(z) = v or p(z)� vq(z) = 0. Sup-pose, to �x our ideas, that the two critical valuesv1 = f(0) and v2 = f(1) are �nite. Then the poly-nomial p(z) � v2q(z) has no �nite roots, and hence
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must be constant. Similarly, p(z) � v1q(z) has nononzero roots, hence must have the form kzm. Solv-ing the resulting linear equations for p(z) and q(z),the conclusion follows easily. The case where v1 orv2 is in�nite can be handled by a similar argument.�
Remark. The Julia set of a bicritical map of degree nalways has an n-fold rotational symmetry about itscritical points. If we use the normal form (1{1), thissymmetry is expressed by the equation f(!z) = f(z)and hence J = !J , whenever !n = 1.
Theorem 1.2. A complete set of conjugacy invariantsfor a map f in the normal form (1{1), with markedcritical points at zero and in�nity , is given by theexpressions
X = bcad�bc; Y1 = an+1bn�1(ad�bc)n ; Y2 = cn�1dn+1(ad�bc)n :

(1–2)These invariants are subject to the relationY1Y2 = Xn�1(X+1)n+1; (1–3)but to no other relations . Hence the moduli spaceM0 consisting of all such marked conjugacy classes ishomeomorphic to the a�ne algebraic variety consist-ing of all (X;Y1; Y2) 2 C 3 satisfying equation (1{3).As an example, the polynomial function f(z) = zn+b corresponds to the matrix� a bc d � = � 1 b0 1 �with invariantsX = Y2 = 0; Y1 = bn�1:Figure 1(a) and Figure 2 on page 492 show the Y1-coordinate plane and the b-coordinate plane for de-gree n = 4, in this locus X = Y2 = 0 of polynomialmaps.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Multiplying the four coe�cientsin (1{1) by a common factor, we can normalize sothat ad� bc = 1. The coe�cients are then uniquelydetermined up to a common change of sign. Notethat the expressions (1{2) are all invariant underthis transformation, since numerator and denomi-nator are homogeneous of the same degree. With

this normalization, we can write (1{2) in the sim-pler formX + 1 = ad;Y1 = an+1bn�1; X = bc;Y2 = cn�1dn+1: (1–4)

Such a normal form with critical points at zero andin�nity is not unique, since we are still free to con-jugate by a M�obius automorphism that �xes bothzero and in�nity. If we write such an automorphismas '(z) = z=t2, we must replace f by '�f �'�1(z) =f(t2z)=t2. A brief computation shows that the fourcoe�cients, normalized so that the determinant re-mains +1, are then transformed by the rule(a; b; c; d) 7! (tn�1a; b=tn+1; tn+1c; d=tn�1): (1–5)It is clear that the three expressions (1{4) are invari-ant under this transformation (1{5), and also undera simultaneous change of sign for a; b; c; d, and thatthey satisfy the required relation (1{3).Conversely, given (X;Y1; Y2) satisfying (1{3), wemust show that there is one and only one corre-sponding choice of �(a; b; c; d), up to the transfor-mation (1{5).
Case 1. Suppose that Y2 6= 0, hence c 6= 0 and d 6= 0.Then using (1{5) we can make a linear change ofvariables so that d = 1. It follows from (1{4) thata = X + 1; b = X=c; cn�1 = Y2:Thus we obtain a normal form which is uniquelydetermined by X and Y2, up to a choice of (n�1)-stroot for Y2. With this choice of a; b; c; d, note thatthe relation Y1 = an+1bn�1 follows from (1{3). Butapplying (1{5) again with t equal to any (2n�2)-ndroot of unity, since tn�1 = �1, we see that(a; b; c; d) 7! �(a; b=t2; t2c; d);where t2 can be an arbitrary (n�1)-st root of unity.Therefore, the conjugacy class does not depend ona particular choice of (n�1)-st root c.
Case 2. If Y1 6= 0 the argument is similar.
Case 3. If Y1 = Y2 = 0, then X must be either 0 or�1 by equation (1{3). If X = Y1 = Y2 = 0, thenmaking use of the hypothesis that ad � bc = 1 wesee that b = c = 0 and that f is conjugate toz 7! zn:
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On the other hand, if X + 1 = Y1 = Y2 = 0, thenit follows similarly that a = d = 0 and that f isconjugate to the mapz 7! 1=zn:(Remark: These two exceptional points in mod-uli space will often require special attention.) Thiscompletes the proof. �Now consider the quotient space of M0 under theinvolution (f; c1; c2)$ (f; c2; c1);which interchanges the two critical points.
Corollary 1.3. This quotient spaceM, consisting of allholomorphic conjugacy classes of degree n bicriticalmaps , is biholomorphic to C 2, with coordinates Xand Y = Y1 + Y2.We will use the notation LX0 for the complex lineconsisting of all (f) 2M with X(f) = X0.
Proof. If f is given by (1{1), then a holomorphicallyconjugate map with critical points interchanged isgiven by 1f(1=z) = dzn + cbzn + a:Thus (a; b; c; d) $ (d; c; b; a) and Y1 $ Y2, with X�xed. We must form the quotient of M0 under thisinvolution. Since the product Y1Y2 can be expressedas a smooth function of X, it is easy to check thatthe two quantities X and Y = Y1 + Y2 form a com-plete and independent set of invariants for the quo-tient variety M. �
Remark. The algebraic variety (1{3) has a singularpoint at X = �1, Y1 = Y2 = 0, and (if n � 3) an-other singular point at X = Y1 = Y2 = 0. However,by passing to the quotient variety in which we un-mark the critical points, these two singular pointsmiraculously disappear.
Corollary 1.4. The symmetry locus � �M, consistingof all conjugacy classes of f which commute withsome M�obius automorphism, is the variety de�nedby the equationY 2 = 4Xn�1(X + 1)n+1:
Proof. First suppose that there exists a non-trivialautomorphism which �xes the two critical points.Then it must also �x the critical values, hence the

set of critical points must coincide with the set ofcritical values. There are only two possibilities: Ei-ther f �xes both critical points hence (f) is the con-jugacy class of z 7! zn with X = Y = 0, or else finterchanges the two critical points, hence (f) is theclass of z 7! 1=zn with X + 1 = Y1 = Y2 = 0.(In these two exceptional cases, the group of auto-morphims �xing the critical points is cyclic of ordern� 1 or n+1 respectively, and the full group of au-tomorphisms is dihedral of order 2(n�1) or 2(n+1)respectively.)If we exclude these two cases, then a non-trivialautomorphism � commuting with f must be an in-volution which interchanges the two critical points,and must be unique. It is easy to see that such aninvolution exists if and only if Y1 = Y2 = Y=2. Sincethe two exceptional cases also satisfy this equation,the conclusion then follows from (1{3). �
Remark 1.5. When n is odd, this symmetry locus isa reducible variety, splitting as �+ [ �� where ��is de�ned byY = �2X(n�1)=2(X + 1)(n+1)=2:In fact a class (f) 2 M can be symmetric in twoessentially di�erent ways when n is odd. Let � be the(usually unique) involution which commutes with f .Then the two �xed points of � are also �xed by fwhen (f) 2 �+, but are interchanged by f whenf 2 ��. This can be proved by using the normalform (1{1), taking �(z) to be 1=z, so thatf(z) = � azn + bbzn + a: (1–6)(Note that the two exceptional conjugacy classes,where the involution � is not uniquely determined,constitute the intersection �+ \ ��.) For (f) 2�+, computation shows that the two invariant �xedpoints have multipliers �1 and �2 with sum �1+�2 =2n(2X + 1) and with product �1�2 = n2. On theother hand, for (f) 2 �� the two �xed points of �constitute a period two orbit for f with multipliern2. It follows that �� is contained as one irreduciblecomponent in the curve Per2(n2) of Section 8.Evidently, the two halves of the symmetry locusrepresent quite di�erent dynamic behavior. For ex-ample if (f) 2 �� then there are either two non-repelling �xed points or none. In either case, it fol-lows that the Julia set is connected. On the other
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hand, if we use the normal form (1{6) with the pos-itive choice of sign, a brief computation shows thatthe multiplier at the �xed point 1 = f(1) = �(1)equals n(a�b)=(a+b). Whenever this �xed point isattracting, it follows by symmetry that both criticalpoints must lie in its immediate basin. Using Theo-rem B.5 (Appendix B), it follows that the Julia setis totally disconnected.For n even, the symmetry locus is irreducible, con-formally isomorphic to a punctured plane. In facteach (f) 2 � has a unique �xed point which is invari-ant under the involution. The multiplier � at this�xed point can take any nonzero value, and compu-tation shows that X = (�=n + n=� � 2)=4 is thenuniquely determined. (The correspondence � 7! Xis two-to-one, since a generic �ber LX intersects �in two di�erent points.)
Remark 1.6. Adam Epstein made the following obser-vation. Again let � be the (usually unique) involu-tion commuting with f . Then there is a natural in-volution of the symmetry locus given by (f) 7! (f?),where f? = f � � = � � f has the same Julia set asf . The map f? has invariants X? = �1 � X andY ? = (�1)nY X=(1 +X). When n is odd, note thatthis involution maps each irreducible component ��to itself. Using the normal form (1{6), this involu-tion interchanges the coe�cients a and b.An interesting involution of the entire moduli spaceM is given by the correspondence (f) 7! (J � f),where J = Jf is the unique involution of the Rie-mann sphere which �xes the two critical values. Iff is given by (1{1), then

J � f(z) = azn � bczn � d;with X(J � f) = X(f) and Yi(J � f) = �Yi(f).Thus this involution maps the symmetry locus toitself, interchanging �+ and �� in the odd degreecase.The correspondence (f) 7! X(f) is rather natural,and can be de�ned in several di�erent ways. For ex-ample, we will see in Section 2 that X(f) is linearlyrelated to the sum of the multipliers at the various�xed points of f . The next lemma o�ers anotherexample, involving a cross-ratio formula. (CompareAppendix C.)

Lemma 1.7. If f is a rational map with critical pointsc1; c2 and with critical values vj = f(cj), then theinvariant X = X(f) is equal to the negative of thecross-ratio (c1 � v1) (c2 � v2)(c1 � c2) (v1 � v2) :
Proof. This cross-ratio is clearly well de�ned andinvariant under conjugation. (Note that the denom-inator never vanishes.) Putting the critical pointsat c1 = 1 and c2 = 0, the left hand factors canceland the cross-ratio reduces to0� v2v1 � v2 = �b=da=c� b=d = �bcad� bc ;as required. �For further cross-ratio formulas, see Appendix C.
Corollary 1.8. Denote the modulus of an annulus A �bC by modA, and let modf � 0 be the largest pos-sible modulus of an annulus in bC which separatesthe critical values of f from the critical points of f(taking modf = 0 when there is no such annulus).Given a sequence of conjugacy classes (fi) 2M, theinvariants jX(fi)j tend to in�nity if and only if theinvariants modfi tend to in�nity .
Proof. In fact we will show thatlog r2� � modf � mod�bC r ([�1; 0] [ [r;+1])�;where r = jXj, and where both the upper and thelower bound tend to in�nity as r ! 1. Aftera M�obius automorphism, we may assume that thecritical points are located at 0;�1 and the corre-sponding critical values at X;1. Now the lowerbound is obtained by using the round annulus fz :1 < jzj < rg, while the upper bound follows from[Ahlfors 1966, Ch. III]. �The space C 2 is an extremely abby object, with avery large group of holomorphic automorphisms. InSection 6 we will impose a much more rigid struc-ture on the moduli space M �= C 2 by partially com-pactifying it. The invariant X will play a key rolein this partial compacti�cation, since it will serveas the projection map of a canonical �bration, withtypical �ber LX0 = f(f) : X(f) = X0g:
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2. FIXED POINTS AND THE CURVES Per1(�)Recall that the multiplier of a rational map f at a�nite �xed point z = f(z) is de�ned to be the �rstderivative � = f 0(z). (In the case of a �xed point atin�nity the multiplier is equal to the limit of 1=f 0(z)as z !1.) We �rst prove the following.
Lemma 2.1. Let f be a bicritical map of degree n withinvariants X and Y . If f has a �xed point of multi-plier �, then the product �nY can be expressed as apolynomial function of degree 2n in the variables Xand �.
Definition. Let Per1(�) � M be the set of all conju-gacy classes of bicritical maps which admit a �xedpoint of multiplier �.
Corollary 2.2. For � 6= 0, the curve Per1(�) can bedescribed as the graph of a polynomial function Y =polynomial�(X). In particular , for � 6= 0, each �berLX0 = f(f) : X(F ) = X0g contains one and onlyone conjugacy class (f) of maps which have a �xedpoint of multiplier �.
Proof of Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. We will use thenormal form (1{1). First suppose that � 6= 0. Thenthe �xed point of multiplier � must be distinct fromthe two critical points 0 and 1. After a linearchange of coordinates, we may assume that this �xedpoint is z = 1. Thus 1 = f(1) = (a + b)=(c + d).Multiplying the coe�cients by a common factor, wemay assume that a + b = c + d = 2. If we de�neparameters � and � by the equationsa = 1 + �+ �; b = 1� �� �;c = 1� �+ �; d = 1 + �� �; (2–1)a straightforward computation shows that ad�bc =4�,� = f 0(1) = n(ad� bc)(c+ d)2 = n�; X = (1� �)2 � �24� ;and that Y equals(1+�+�)n+1(1����)n�1+(1��+�)n�1(1+���)n+1(4�)n :Thus �nY is equal to a polynomial of degree 2n inthe variables � and �. Note that this expressionfor Y is unchanged if we replace � by ��. (Theinvolution � $ �� corresponds to the conjugationf(z) $ 1=f(1=z).) Hence �nY can be expressed

as a polynomial function of � and �2. Substituting�2 = (1 � �)2 � 4�X and � = �=n, we obtain therequired polynomial expression for �nY , of degree nin � and X. This proves Corollary 2.2.To prove Lemma 2.1, we must also check that thissame polynomial relation remains valid when f has a�xed point (necessarily 0 or 1) of multiplier � = 0.In that case, the product �nY is certainly zero, andX = 0 so that � = �1, and the numerator of theexpression for Y is identically zero, as required. �We can describe the form of these polynomial rela-tions more precisely as follows. We will continue towork with the quotient � = �=n.
Theorem 2.3. For each n there are polynomials P0(X),P1(X), P2(X), . . . , Pn+1(X) in Z [X], each Pk(X)having degree � k, so that�Y = Pn+1(X)� �Pn(X) + �2Pn�1(X)�+ � � �+(��)nP1(X) + (��)n+1P0(X):As explicit examples, we have�Y = X ��X(2X�1)+�2(4X+1)��3for n = 2, and�Y = X2� 2�X2(X�1)+�2(9X2+4X+1)� 2�3(3X+1)+�4for n = 3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. From the proof of Lemma 2.1, itfollows easily that we can de�ne polynomials Pj(X)by the formula�Y = Xi+j=n+1(��)iPj(X); (2–2)

where 0 � j � 2n or equivalently n+1 � i � 1� n,and where each Pj(X) has degree � j. What is newin Theorem 2.3 is the statement that the Pj haveinteger coe�cients, and that Pj = 0 for j > n + 1.To prove this, we will derive the same formula (2{2)in a di�erent way. Again we use the normal form(1{1) with a �xed point of multiplier � 6= 0 at z = 1,but now we normalize so that ad � bc = 1, and setu = a + b = c + d. Then computation shows that� = �=n = 1=u2. Furthermore1 = ad� bc = (u� b)(u� c)� bc = u2 � (b+ c)u;or in other words b+ c = u� 1=u:
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Since bc = X, it follows that b and c are the tworoots of the equationb2 � (u� 1=u)b+X = 0:Thus 2b = u� 1=u�p(u� 1=u)2 � 4X:For juj large, each of the two solutions b and c can beexpressed as a Laurent series in u with coe�cientsdepending on X. One solution has the formb = Xu + X(1+X)u3 + X(1+X)(1+2X)u5 + � � � ;tending to zero as u ! 1, where the successivecoe�cients are polynomials in X with integer co-e�cients which can be computed by a straightfor-ward induction. The other solution is then givenby c = u � 1=u � b = u � (1 + X)=u � � � � , and isasymptotic to u. From these we can computeY = (u� b)n+1bn�1 + (u� c)n+1cn�1as a Laurent series in u. This series begins asY = u2Xn�1�Xn�1(2X+1�n)+ (n2Xn�1+ � � �+1)=u2+O(1=u4)= Xn�1=��Xn�1(2X+1�n)+ (n2Xn�1+ � � �+1)�+O(�2);or in other words as�Y = Xn�1�Xn�1(2X+1�n)�+(n2Xn�1+ � � �+1)�2+O(�3) (2–3)as � ! 0. Thus there are no terms in �i with i <0. This proves that formula (2{2) reduces to therequired form. �Here is some more precise information about thepolynomials Pk(X). It will be convenient to intro-duce the abbreviation�(m; k) = �m� kk � + �m� k � 1k � 1 �
for the sum of two binomial coe�cients.
Lemma 2.4. Each Pk(X) with 0 � k � n is a polyno-mial of degree k, however Pn+1(X) is a polynomialof degree n� 1. We have

P0(X) = 1;P1(X) = 2nX + (n� 1);� � �Pn�1(X) = n2Xn�1 + n�2Xj=0 �n+ 1j �Xj ;
Pn(X) = 2Xn + (1� n)Xn�1;Pn+1(X) = Xn�1:The constant term Pk(0) in each of these polynomi-als is equal to the binomial coe�cient �n�1k �, whilethe coe�cient of the degree k term is equal to thesum �(2n; k).

Proof outline. The explicit formulas for Pk(X) withk � n � 1 can be derived from the computation(2{3). For the remaining information, we again usethe normal form (1{1) with ad � bc = 1 and withu = a + b = c + d. Let sk = bk + ck, where s1 =b+ c = u� 1=u. Starting from the Newton formulask+1 = (b+ c)sk � (bc) sk�1 = (u�u�1)sk�X sk�1;it follows inductively that we can express each sk asa polynomial function of u�u�1 and X. The preciseformula issk = X0�j�k=2 �(k; j) (�X)j (u� u�1)k�2j :
(Note that this computation is independent of thedegree n.) Equivalently, recalling that � = 1=u2, wecan writeskuk = X0�j�k=2 �(k; j) (��X)j (1� �)k�2j: (2–4)

Now we can computeY = an+1bn�1 + cn�1dn+1= (u� b)n+1bn�1 + cn�1(u� c)n+1= un+1sn�1 � �n+11 �unsn + �n+12 �un�1sn+1�+ � � � � s2n;or equivalently�nY = sn�1un�1 � �n+ 11 � snun + �n+ 12 � sn+1un+1�+ � � � � s2nu2n :Substituting (2{4) into this last equation, we obtaina fairly explicit formula for �n Y . Further detailswill be left to the reader. �
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As an application, we can give a more precise formof Corollary 2.2.
Corollary 2.5. Each Per1(�) � M with � 6= 0 can bedescribed a smooth curve of the formY = �2Xn+ �n(�+��1+1)�1�Xn�1 + � � �+�(n��)n�1=nn:If � 6= �0 with ��0 6= 0; 1, then it follows easily thatthe curves Per1(�) and Per1(�0) have exactly n � 1points of intersection, counted with multiplicity .
Proof. The �rst statement is proved by plugging theexplicit values from Lemma 2.4 into the equationof Theorem 2.3. It follows that each intersectionPer1(�) \ Per1(�0) with � 6= �0 is described by apolynomial equation of the form
n��+ 1� � �0 � 1�0�Xn�1 + (lower terms) = 0:In the generic case where ��0 6= 0; 1, this equationhas degree n� 1, and the assertion follows. �(On the other hand, if ��0 = 1 the leading coef-�cient of this polynomial equation is zero. In thiscase, we must count one or more \intersections atin�nity" in order to get the right number. (See Sec-tion 6.) A more signi�cant exception occurs when�0 = 0. In fact, to make the count come out right,we should identify Per1(0) with the curve Xn�1 = 0,or in other words with the locus L0 counted n � 1times. (Compare Section 8.) In fact, as �0 ! 0 withY bounded, the locus Per1(�0) degenerates towardsan (n�1)-sheeted covering of the locus X = 0. to-wards the curve Xn�1 = 0 of multiplicity n� 1.

Definition. Every rational map f of degree n hasn + 1 �xed points counted with multiplicity. Let�1; : : : ; �n+1 be the multipliers at these �xed points,and let �k = X1�i1<���<ik�n+1 �i1 � � ��ikbe the k-th elementary symmetric function of thesemultipliers. It is convenient to set �0 = 1. Notethat the quotient �k=nk can be described as the k-th elementary symmetric function of the quotients�i = �i=n.

Theorem 2.6. These elementary symmetric functionscan be computed by the formula�k=nk = Pk(X) for 0 � k � n+1; k 6= n;�n=nn = Pn(X) + Y: (2–5)

Proof. Each of the n+ 1 multipliers � = �k triviallysatis�es the polynomial equation
�n+1��1�n+�2�n�1�+ � � ���n+1 = n+1Yk=1 ����k�= 0:Hence the quotient � = �=n satis�es�n+1��1�n=n+�2�n�1=n2�+ � � ���n+1=nn+1 = 0:On the other hand, from Theorem 2.3 we see that�n+1 � P1(X)�n + P2(X)�n�1�+ � � � � (Pn(X) + Y )�� Pn+1(X) = 0:The di�erence of these two polynomial equations isa polynomial of degree n in � which vanishes atall n + 1 of the �i. If the �i are pairwise distinct(or in other words if the multipliers �i = n�i arepairwise distinct), then it follows immediately thatcorresponding coe�cients are equal, which proves(2{5). These identities follow in the general caseby continuity or by analytic continuation, since forgeneric (f) 2 M the n + 1 multipliers are indeeddistinct. To prove this, we need only construct asingle example where the multipliers are distinct.For example if f(z) = zn + b then the multipliersare distinct provided that we exclude n very specialvalues of the parameter b. First we must guaranteethat (f) 6= Per1(1), in order to be sure that the n+1�xed points are distinct. But if (f) 2 Per1(1), thenthe �xed point equation b = z�zn together with themultiplier equation nzn�1 = 1 imply that the invari-ant Y = bn�1 is equal to (n� 1)n�1=nn. Finally, wemust choose b 6= 0 to guarantee that two distinct�xed points, say z 6= !z, cannot have the same mul-tiplier � = nzn�1 = n(!z)n�1. But this would im-ply that !n�1 = 1, and the �xed point equationz � zn = b would then yield (!z)� (!z)n = !b 6= b,provided that b 6= 0. Also, no �nite �xed point hasmultiplier zero provided that b 6= 0. Thus gener-ically the multipliers are distinct, which completesthe proof. �
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Remark 2.7. As an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.4and Theorem 2.6: We could equally well use the twoinvariants �1 and �n as coordinates for the modulispace M �= C 2, in place of the invariants X and Yof Section 1. (In practice, in Section 6, it will beconvenient to use X and �n as coordinates.)
Remark 2.8. It seems surprising that every one ofthe elementary symmetric functions �k with k 6= ncan be expressed as a function of X alone. Only �ndepends also on the coordinate Y . As an exampleto illustrate this statement, consider the family ofunicritical polynomialsf(z) = zn + b;with invariantsX = 0 and Y = bn�1. For the specialcase b = 0, there are two �xed points of multiplierzero and n� 1 �xed points of multiplier n, hence�k=nk = �n� 1k �
for every k. It follows from Theorem 2.6 that thissame formula holds for any value of the parameter b,provided that k 6= n. On the other hand for k = n,since this binomial coe�cient is zero, it follows that�n=nn = Y = bn�1:For example in the quadratic case f(z) = z2 + b, itfollows that the multipliers at the �nite �xed pointssatisfy �1 + �2 = 2 and �1�2 = 4b.
Remark 2.9. The holomorphic �xed point formula as-serts that n+1X1 11� �j = 1if �j 6= 1 for all j. (See [Milnor 1999], for example.)This gives rise to a linear relation between the �k, orequivalently between the Pk, which takes the formn+1X0 (�1)k(n� k)�k = n+1X0 (�n)k(n� k)Pk(X) = 0:It follows by continuity that this relation still holdsalso when some of the �j equal 1. Note that theinvariant Y is not involved, since the coe�cient of�n in this formula is zero.
Remark 2.10. It is sometimes convenient to considerthe moduli space for bicritical maps with one marked�xed point. In this case, a complete set of invariantsis provided by X and Y together with the multiplier

� = n� at this marked point. These are subject onlyto the relation �Y = Xn�1��Pn(X)+�2Pn�1(X)�+ � � �+(��)n+1. We can understand the topology ofthe resulting variety better by introducing a new co-ordinate Y� = Y +Pn(X)��Pn�1(X)+� � � �+(��)nin place of Y . Then X;Y� and � are subject onlyto the relation �Y� = Xn�1. For n � 3 this varietyhas a singular point at X = Y = Y� = � = 0.
3. SHIFT LOCUS OR CONNECTEDNESS LOCUSBy de�nition, a conjugacy class (f) of degree n ra-tional maps belongs to the connectedness locus C ifthe Julia set Jf is connected; and belongs to theshift locus S if Jf is totally disconnected with f jJftopologically conjugate to the one-sided shift on nsymbols. This section will prove that every conju-gacy class of maps with only two critical points mustbelong to one or the other:
Theorem 3.1. Every (f) 2 M belongs either to theconnectedness locus or to the shift locus .
Note. If (f) belongs to the shift locus, then evidentlyboth critical points belong to the Fatou set bC r Jf ,which is connected but far from simply connected.There are two possibilities. If f has an attracting�xed point, and hence is hyperbolic on its Julia set,then we will say that (f) belongs to the hyperbolicshift locus Shyp. Otherwise, f must have a parabolic�xed point, and we will say that (f) belongs to theparabolic shift locus Spar. Thus the moduli spacepartitions as a disjoint unionM = C [ Shyp [ Spar:We will explore this partition of M further in Sec-tions 4 and 7.
Remark 3.2. In contrast with the polynomial case,we will see that the connectedness locus is neitherclosed nor bounded in M (although it has compactclosure in the extended moduli space bM). In anal-ogy with the polynomial case, one might be temptedto conjecture that the interior of the connectednesslocus consists only of hyperbolic maps. In fact thisconjecture is true if we restrict attention to the opensubset consisting of (f) with at least one attract-ing �xed point. (Compare Remark 0.1.) However,the connectedness locus also contains an \essentiallynon-polynomial-like" region CNP consisting of maps
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for which all n+1 �xed points are strictly repelling.This region is certainly contained in the interior ofthe connectedness locus, and yet contains many non-hyperbolic maps. (Compare [Rees 1986].)Here is one example. If f(z) = � + (1 � �)=zn,with � an n-th root of unity distinct from 1, thecritical points are 0 and 1 with 0 7! 1 7! � 7! 1,so that both critical orbits eventually land at therepelling �xed point 1. It follows that the Julia setis the entire Riemann sphere, and that all periodicorbits are strictly repelling. (This map lies in thelocus X = �1, where one critical point maps di-rectly to the other. Compare [Bam�on and Boben-rieth 1999].) It is conjectured that the region CNPis a topological 4-cell. When n = 2, this can beproved as follows. Let Ij = 1=(1 � �j) be the holo-morphic �xed point index at the j-th �xed point.(Compare Remark 2.9.) Then this region in modulispace can be identi�ed with the star shaped regionconsisting of unordered triples of complex numbersIj with 0 < Re Ij < 12 and I1+ I2+ I3 = +1. On theother hand, for n > 2, I don't know even whetherCNP is simply connected. Evidently an understand-ing of the topology and dynamics associated withthis region CNP would be fundamental in reachingan understanding of bicritical maps.The two key ingredients in the proof of Theorem 3.1are the following:
Theorem A.1 (Shishikura). A rational map with twocritical points cannot have any Herman rings .A proof of this statement can be extracted from[Shishikura 1987], although it is not explicitly statedthere. See Appendix A for a proof that does not usequasiconformal surgery.
Theorem B.5 (Przytycki and Makienko). If a map f withtwo critical points has the property that both criticalvalues lie in a common Fatou component , then (f)belongs to the shift locus .More generally, it is shown in [Przytycki 1996] andin [Makienko 1995] that any rational map with allcritical values in a single Fatou component is iso-morphic, when restricted to its Julia set, to the one-sided shift. However, since their argument is rathercomplicated, and since we need only the bicriticalcase, a proof of Theorem B.5 is given in Appendix B.

Remark 3.3. Here is an alternative statement: Sup-pose that both critical orbits are eventually absorbedby an invariant Fatou component, 
 = f(
). Then(f) belongs to the shift locus. In fact such a Fatoucomponent must contain at least one of the two crit-ical points, and hence must be fully invariant, 
 =f�1(
). Hence it contains both critical values, andTheorem 3.1 applies. (By way of contrast, a mapwith three critical points may well have connectedJulia set, even though all critical orbits are even-tually absorbed by an invariant Fatou component.For example the map f(z) = 2+2z3=(27(2�z)) hascritical points 0; 3;1 with orbit 3 7! 0 7! 2 7! 1ending on a superattractive �xed point. The im-mediate basin of in�nity contains no other criticalpoint, since no critical orbit converges non-triviallyto in�nity, hence this basin is simply connected. Itfollows, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that everyFatou component is simply connected.)The proof of Theorem 3.1 will also use the followingelementary observation.
Lemma 3.4. Let P � bC be a region bounded by a sim-ple closed curve which passes through neither criticalvalue. Then the pre-image of P under f can be de-scribed as follows .
1. If P contains no critical value, f�1(P ) consistsof n disjoint simply-connected regions bounded byn disjoint simple closed curves .
2. If P contains just one critical value, f�1(P ) is asingle simply connected region bounded by a sim-ple closed curve, and maps onto P by a rami�edn-fold covering .
3. If P contains both critical values , f�1(P ) is amultiply connected region with n boundary curves ,and maps onto P by a rami�ed n-fold covering .
Proof. The proof is straightforward. Cases 0 and 2correspond to the \inside" and \outside" of the samesimple closed curve. In the case of just one criti-cal point in P , the set f�1(P ) must be connectedsince f is locally n-to-one near a critical point, andthe branched covering f�1(P )! P is unique up toisomorphism, since the fundamental group of P r(critical value) is free cyclic, so that there is onlyone n-fold covering of this set up to isomorphism.�
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (f) is not in theshift locus, and hence that no Fatou component con-tains more than one critical value. If L is a loop inan arbitrary Fatou component, then using Sullivan'sNon-Wandering Theorem we see that some forwardimage f�k(L) lies in a simply connected region Uwhich is either
(1) a linearizing neighborhood of some geometricallyattracting periodic point,
(2) a B�ottcher neighborhood of some superattractingperiodic point,
(3) an attracting petal for a parabolic point, or
(4) a Siegel disk.Here we are using the fact that there are no Hermanrings (Theorem A.1). Using Lemma 3.4, it followsby induction on k that each component of f�k(U)is simply connected. This proves that every Fatoucomponent is simply connected, and hence that theJulia set is connected. �
4. THE PARABOLIC SHIFT LOCUS Spar

�= C r DRecall from Section 3 that the moduli spaceM splitsas a disjoint unionM = C [ Shyp [ Spar:Evidently Shyp is an open subset of moduli space,disjoint from the curve Per1(1) �= C , while Spar is arelatively open subset of this curve Per1(1).
Lemma 4.1. The parabolic shift locus is containedin the common topological boundary @Shyp = @C.Hence the closure C � M is equal to C [ Per1(1),with complement Shyp.
Proof. For every (f) in the parabolic shift locus, wemust show that f can be approximated arbitrarilyclosely by a map with connected Julia set, and alsoby a hyperbolic map with totally disconnected Juliaset. Let fftg be a holomorphic one-parameter familyof maps with f0 = f . We will assume that eachft has two critical points, and that this family isnot contained in Per1(1). Then for jtj small butnonzero, the parabolic �xed point for f0 splits intotwo nearby �xed points, with multipliers say �1 and�2. As t traverses a loop around t = 0, these two�xed points may be interchanged. However, if we sett = u2, both �1 and �2 can certainly be expressedas single valued holomorphic functions of u, with

�1(0) = �2(0) = 1. Since these functions are non-constant, we can choose u close to zero so that �1(u)takes any required value close to 1.First we choose u so that �1(u) = e2�i=q withq > 1. Then the corresponding �xed point is para-bolic, with at least two attracting petals. Hencethe associated Fatou set is not connected, and (fu2)must belong to the connectedness locus C.Now we choose u so that �1(u) is real, with �1 < 1,so that the corresponding �xed point is strictly at-tracting. For u su�ciently close to zero, we willshow that (fu2) belongs to the hyperbolic shift lo-cus. Choose a simple arc A joining the two criticalpoints with the Fatou set for f0. Then for large k theimage f�k0 (A) lies close to the parabolic point, andwithin a sector of small angular size about the at-tracting direction for this parabolic point. An easyperturbation argument then shows that the samedescription holds for f(u2), provided that �1(u) < 1with u close to zero. (See [Milnor 2000, x 4], for ex-ample.) Thus both critical values lie in a commonFatou component, and it follows that (fu2) 2 Shyp.�
Theorem 4.2. The intersection C \ Per1(1) is a com-pact , connected , full subset of the curve Per1(1) �=C . Equivalently , the parabolic shift locus Spar =Per1(1)r (C\Per1(1)) is always non-vacuous , con-formally isomorphic to a punctured disk .Compare Figure 1(d) and [Milnor 1993, Figure 4].I will outline two proofs of Theorem 4.2, one sug-gested by conversations with Schleicher, and theother suggested by Shishikura. The �rst begins asfollows.
Proof of compactness. It will be convenient to use thenormal form (1{1), choosing the matrix of coe�-cients to have the form� a bc d � = �n+1+� n�1��n�1+� n+1�� � ; (4–1)where � 2 C is a parameter. Then it is easy tocheck that the associated rational function f satis-�es f(1) = f 0(1) = 1, and that the invariant X =X(f) of Section 1 is given byX = ((n�1)2��2)=4n,so that jXj ! 1 as j�j ! 1.
Remark. The special case � = 0 corresponds to theunique conjugacy class (f) such that f has a �xed
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIGURE 1. Pictures of C\Per1(�) for � = 0, 0:01, 0:5, and 1 respectively, for the degree n = 4. The con�gurationdeforms continuously for 0 < � < 1, and conjecturally as � ! 1 also. However, there is a qualitative di�erencebetween the �rst and second pictures due to the fact that as � ! 0 the curve Per1(�) converges not towardsPer1(0) but rather towards an (n�1)-fold branched covering of Per1(0), as shown in Figure 2. Thus Figure1b is a somewhat squashed version of Figure 2. The surrounding curves in Figures 5a, 5b, 5c represent equalrates of convergence towards the attracting �xed point for the more slowly converging critical point. (For thecorresponding curves in Figure 1d, see Remark 4.3.)

FIGURE 2. The \Multibrot set" for degree n = 4,that is, the connectedness locus in the b-parameterplane for the family of unicritical polynomial mapsz 7! z4 + b. (See [Lau and Schleicher 1996], forexample.) Note the (n�1)-fold rotational symmetry.The corresponding �gure in the b3-plane is shown inFigure 1(a).point of multiplier +1 with two attracting petals.Using this normal form (4{1), the corresponding Ju-lia set is the unit circle.Assuming that � 6= 0, setz = 1 + 2�w; w = 2�(z � 1) :Then a straightforward computation shows that themap z 7! f(z) corresponds tow 7! F (w) = 2�f(1 + 2=�w)� �= w + 1 +O� 1�w�; (4–2)

where the error estimate holds uniformly providedthat both j�j and j�wj are su�ciently large. In par-ticular, it follows that the region fz : Rew > 12gmaps holomorphically into itself, and hence is con-tained in the Fatou set of f , provided that j�j issu�ciently large. On the other hand, it is not hardto check thatf(0) = bd = 1 + 2�w1 ; f(1) = ac = 1 + 2�w2 ;wherew1 = 1� n+ 1� ; w2 = 1 + n� 1� : (4–3)Thus, for j�j su�ciently large, both critical valuesbelong to the half-plane Rew > 12 , and hence belongto the same Fatou component, so that (f) belongsto the parabolic shift locus. Therefore the closedset C \ Per1(1) is bounded and hence compact, asasserted. �
Remark 4.3. We can construct a holomorphic func-tion � : Spar ! C as follows. For any (f) 2 Spar,let P � bC r Jf be an attracting petal for the para-bolic �xed point, and let ' be a Fatou coordinate,mapping P biholomorphically into C , and satisfying'(f(z)) = '(z) + 1:Then ' extends canonically to a holomorphic mapwhich carries the entire parabolic basin onto C , sat-isfying this same functional equation. In particular,
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if c1 and c2 are the critical points, then the di�er-ence '(c1) � '(c2) is a well de�ned complex num-ber, independent of the choice of petal and Fatoucoordinate. In order to make this construction in-dependent of the numbering of the critical points,we set �(f) = �'(c1)� '(c2)�2:then it is not di�cult to check that� : Spar ! Cis well de�ned and holomorphic. (Compare the con-struction of Fatou coordinates as given in [Steinmetz1993].) The curves j�j = constant are shown in Fig-ure 1(d), and in a much larger region of Per1(1) inFigure 3. The asymptotic formula�(f) ' �2n� �2 ' �nX(f) (4–4)as jX(f)j ! 1 can be veri�ed as follows. The in-equality dF (w)dw = 1 + O� 1�w2�follows from (4{2) together with Schwarz's Lemma.Hence F (w2)� F (w1)w2 � w1 = 1 + O� 1�w2j �provided that w2=w1 is reasonably close to 1. Set-ting '(c2)� '(c1) = lim �F �m(w2)� F �m(w1)�as in [Steinmetz 1993], it follows that'(c2)� '(c1) = (w2 � w1) (1 +O(1=�)):But w2 � w1 = 2n=� by (4{3); and (4{4) follows.The �rst proof of Theorem 4.2 continues as follows.To show that C\Per1(1) is connected, we study thelimit, in the Hausdor� topology, of the intersectionC\Per1(�) as � tends to 1 through real values � < 1.First note thatlim sup�%1 C \ Per1(�) � C \ Per1(1): (4–5)Suppose that (f) can be approximated arbitrarilyclosely by elements of C \ Per1(�) with � % 1. If(f) did not belong to C \ Per1(1), then it wouldhave to belong to the parabolic shift locus. Fromthe proof of Lemma 4.1, it would follow that any

FIGURE 3. Another picture of C\Per1(1) in the casen = 4, showing a much larger region in order toillustrate behavior near in�nity.approximating map in Per1(�) with � < 1 must be-long to the hyperbolic shift locus, contradicting ourassumption.On the other hand, we will show thatlim inf�%1 @(C \ Per1(�)) � @(C \ Per1(1)): (4–6)We again use the normal form (4{1) with markedcritical points 0 and 1, and with parabolic �xedpoint z = 1, writing f = f�, where � is the param-eter. Consider a boundary point f�0 of C \ Per1(1).We will show that f�0 can be approximated arbitrar-ily closely by maps f� such that one critical orbit off� lands on a repelling periodic orbit. To �x ourideas, suppose that the critical point 1 lies in theparabolic basin for f�0 , and consider the sequenceof maps � 7! f�k� (0)for k = 1; 2; 3; : : : , where � ranges over some neigh-borhood of �0.
Case 1. Suppose that the f�k� (0) do not form a nor-mal family throughout any neighborhood of �0, andchoose a repelling periodic orbit for f�0 with pe-riod � 3. This orbit varies holomorphically withthe parameter �, throughout some neighborhood of�0. By non-normality, we can choose � arbitrarilyclose to �0 so that the orbit of 0 under f� eventu-ally lands on this periodic orbit. Now perturbingslightly, we can preserve this critical orbit relationbut replace the multiplier at the �xed point z = 1by some number � < 1. The resulting map mustbelong to C \ Per1(�), as required.
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Case 2. Now suppose that the f�k� (0) do form a nor-mal family throughout some neighborhood of �0.The hypothesis that every neighborhood of f�0 in-tersects the parabolic shift locus then guaranteesthat this family of maps must converge uniformlynear �0 to the constant map � 7! 1 as k ! 1. Inparticular, f�k�0 (0) must converge to 1. If 0 lies in thesame parabolic basin as 1, then it follows that f�0lies in the shift locus, contradicting our hypothesis.The only other possibilities are that either
(a) �0 = 0, so that f�0 has two distinct parabolicbasins and z = 1 is a �xed point of higher multi-plicity, or
(b) some forward image f�k�0 (0) is precisely equal tothe parabolic �xed point z = 1.In case (a), under a slight perturbation withinPer1(1) this �xed point splits into one �xed pointof multiplier +1. together with a second �xed pointwhich can have any multiplier close to +1. In par-ticular, if we perturb so that this second �xed pointis attracting, then we must be within the connect-edness locus. Therefore f�0 is not an isolated pointof C \ Per1(1). Hence it is not an isolated bound-ary point, and, after a slight perturbation, we canobtain a contradiction by the argument above.In case (b), there is only one parabolic basin. Sup-pose that (f�0) were an isolated point of C\Per1(1).Let � range over a small circle centered at �0, andassume that the corresponding maps f� all belong tothe (parabolic) shift locus. Then the correspondingimages f�k� (0) must loop around the parabolic �xedpoint z = 1 one or more times, without ever hittingthe Julia set J(f�). By Ma~n�e{Sad{Sullivan or Lyu-bich, this Julia set must vary continuously as we goaround around the loop. Choose a repelling periodicpoint of period � 2 which is close enough to z = 1so that it remains inside this loop in the z-plane,for all parameter values in the circle. A priori, wemight worry that this periodic point comes back toa di�erent periodic point as we go around the circle.However this cannot happen since we can deformthe circle in Per1(1) into a circle in Per1(1�") whichdeforming the Julia set homeomorphically. The cor-responding disk in Per1(1� ") bounds a disk in thehyperbolic shift locus, so the monodromy must betrivial. Now shrink the parameter loop down to thepoint z = 1. A winding number argument shows

that at some point during this shrinking, the imagef�k� (0) must exactly hit the corresponding repellingpoint, and hence belong to the Julia set. This con-tradicts the hypothesis that (f�0) was isolated inC \ Per1(1). But if this point is not isolated, thenwe see as above that it is indeed possible to approx-imate f�0 by a map with 0 eventually mapping to arepelling periodic point.Now as we vary � = 1 to a value slightly below 1,the point in moduli space satisfying this critical or-bit relation, say f�k(0) = f�l(0) deforms continu-ously, and necessarily belongs to the connectednesslocus. This proves (4{6).
Remark. In fact it is conjectured that C \ Per1(1)is equal to the Hausdor� limit of C \ Per1(�) as� % 1. However, our arguments will leave openthe possibility of a \parabolic queer component" inC\Per1(1), whose points can be approximated arbi-trarily closely by points in the hyperbolic shift locus.
Proof that C \ Per1(1) is connected. For j�j < 1, it isknown that C \ Per1(�) is compact, connected andfull, with connected boundary. (Compare [Gold-berg and Keen 1990], [Milnor 1993].) If C \ Per1(1)were not connected, then we could choose boundarypoints in two di�erent components. By (4{6), thesecould be approximated by points in the boundary ofsay C\Per1(1� "). Since this is true for arbitrarilysmall ", it would follow from (4{5) that these pointsmust actually belong to the same component. ThusC \ Per1(1) is connected.In order to prove that C\Per1(1) is full, or equiv-alently that the parabolic shift locus is connected,we will need a sharper form of the construction usedto prove Theorem B.5.
Lemma 4.4. If (f) 2 Spar has no critical orbit rela-tion, then there exists an attracting petal for f whichcontains both critical values .By an attracting petal we mean a simply-connectedopen set P which eventually captures all orbits inthe parabolic basin, and such that f maps the clo-sure P homeomorphically, with f(P ) � P [ fẑgwhere ẑ is the parabolic �xed point. By a criticalorbit relation, we mean some relation of the formf�k(c1) = f�l(c2).We start with some petal P0, with smooth bound-ary containing no points of the critical orbits. We
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may assume that P0 contains no critical value. Weconstruct P0 � P1 � P2 � � � � inductively, de�ningPk+1 as the connected component of f�1(Pk) thatcontains Pk. We de�ne the two integers 0 � k1 � k2,by setting kj equal to the smallest integer such thatPkj contains j distinct critical values. Then Pk1 is it-self a petal, but Pk1+1 is not, since it contains a crit-ical point (using Lemma 3.4). The proof of Lemma4.4 will be by induction on the di�erence k2 � k1.To start the induction, if k1 = k2, then Pk1 is therequired petal, and we are done.Suppose then that k1 < k2. Let v1 be the crit-ical value which is contained in Pk1 . By Lemma3.4 we know that Pk1+1 is a simply connected openset which contains the corresponding critical pointc1 and is a branched n-fold covering of Pk1 . Letx = f�(k2�k1)(c2) be the unique point in Pk1+1 rPk1which belongs to the second critical orbit. Choosesome path  within P k1rP k1�1 which joins the criti-cal value v1 to the boundary of Pk1 , and which avoidsthe point f(x) = f�(k2�k1)(v2). Then the preimageof  under f is a union 1 [ � � � n of n paths, eachjoining the critical point c1 to the boundary of Pk1+1.These n paths cut the open set Pk1+1 into n regions,each of which maps di�eomorphically onto Pk1 r .Exactly one of these n regions contains the point x,and exactly one of these n regions contains Pk1 .
Assertion. It is possible to choose the path  so thatx and Pk1 belong to the same connected componentof Pk1+1 r (1 [ � � � [ n).For example, in Figure 4, as drawn, this require-ment fails; but if we modify the path  in a neigh-borhood of f(x) so that it passes above f(x) ratherthan below, the requirement is satis�ed. More gen-erally, we can choose the path  from v1 so as toloop any number of times around an arc joining v1to f(x) before terminating on @Pk1 . By choosingthe number of loops appropriately, we can easilyguarantee that x lies in the required component ofPk1+1r (1[� � � [n). Details are left to the reader.The proof of Lemma 4.4 now proceeds as follows.Construct a new attracting petal P 00 which containsno critical value by removing a thin neighborhoodof  from Pk1 . Then the preferred component P 01 off�1(P 00) will consist of the component ofPk1+1 r (neighborhood of �1 [ � � � [ n)�

FIGURE 4. The three petals Pk1�1; Pk1 , and Pk1+1.The point x = f�(k2�k1)(c2) belongs to the orbit ofthe second critical point. A path  from v1 to @Pk1within Pk1r(P k1�1[ff(x)g) lifts to n distinct pathsi from c1 to @Pk1+1. We must choose this path so that x and Pk1 belong to the same connectedcomponent of Pk1+1 r (1 [ � � � [ n).that contains Pk1 . By the construction, both v1 andx = f�(k2�k1)(c2) belong to this set P 01. Therefore,the new di�erence k02�k01 will be equal to k2�k1�1.The conclusion of Lemma 4.4 now follows by induc-tion. �
Proof of Theorem 4.2 (conclusion). We must show thatthe parabolic shift locus is connected. The proofwill make use of a standard quasiconformal surgeryargument, as suggested to me by D. Schleicher. Af-ter a small perturbation of f , we may assume thatthere are no critical orbit relations. Choose a petalP as in Lemma 4.4, and choose an embedded disk� � P r f(P ) which contains both critical valuesin its interior. Now choose a di�eomorphism from� to itself which is the identity near the bound-ary and which moves the critical value v2 arbitrarilyclose to v1. Pulling the standard conformal struc-ture back under this di�eomorphism, we obtain anew conformal structure on P r f(P ). Now pushthis new structure forward under the various iter-ates of f , and also pull it backwards under the vari-ous iterates of f�1. Since the Shishikura Conditionis satis�ed: every orbit intersects � at most once,it follows that we obtain a well de�ned measurableconformal structure, invariant under f . By the mea-surable Riemann Mapping Theorem, there is a qua-siconformal mapping � which conjugates this new
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structure to the standard conformal structure. Nowg = � � f ���1 is a new rational map, topologicallyconjugate to f . By the construction, the two criticalvalues of g are close together in an embedded disk�(�) which contains no critical point. By Corollary1.8, it follows that the invariant jA(g)j is arbitrarilyclose to in�nity. Thus g belongs to the unboundedcomponent of the parabolic shift locus. Since f andg clearly belong to the same connected componentof Spar, this shows that Spar is connected. �
Alternative proof of Theorem 4.2. I am grateful to M.Shishikura for suggesting a quite di�erent argument,based on an explicit model for the parabolic shiftlocus which can be outlined as follows. Start withthe mapf(z) = zn + b with b = (n� 1)=nn=(n�1);which has a parabolic �xed point at z = (1=n)1=(n�1).The corresponding parabolic basin B is connectedand simply-connected, and contains a single criticalpoint 0 7! b. Let P0 � B be the largest attractingpetal such that the Fatou coordinate map carries P0di�eomorphically onto a right half-plane. Thus thecritical point 0 belongs to the boundary of P0, andthe critical value b belongs to the boundary of thesmaller petal P�1 = f(P0). Our model spaceS�par = (Br (P�1 [ fbg))=�;conformally isomorphic to a punctured disk, is ob-tained by removing the subset P�1 [ fbg from thebasinB, and then gluing the two halves of @P�1rfbgonto each other under the correspondence � : z 7! �z.To each point v in this model space, we constructa multiply connected parabolic basin B0v with twocritical points as follows. The original basin B canbe described as the union of open subsetsP0 � P1 � P2 � � � � ;where each Pk is the interior of a region bounded bya Jordan curve, and where f maps eachPk+1 = f�1(Pk)onto Pk by an n-fold cyclic covering, branched onlyover b. Let k0 be the smallest index such that v 2Pk0 . Construct a new familyP00 � P01 � P02 � � � �

as follows. Let P0k = Pk for k � k0, but let P0k+1 bethe n-fold cyclic covering of P0k, branched over bothb and v for k � k0. The covering should extend overthe boundary, so that each boundary curve of P0kfor k � k0 is covered by n distinct boundary curvesfor P0k+1. Then the inclusion P0k�1 ,! P0k lifts in-ductively to an inclusion P0k ,! P0k+1. Let B0v be theunion of the P0k. Note that there is a canonical para-bolic map fv from this Riemann surface B0v to itself,carrying each P0k+1 onto P0k by an n-fold branchedcovering.In the special case where v 2 @P�1r fbg, the twocritical values b and v are on the boundary of thesame petal P�1, and there is a canonical isomor-phism B0v ! B0�v which carries v to b and b to �v.Hence we identify B0v with B0�v in this special case.Conversely, suppose that we start with a point (g)in the parabolic shift locus. Let Q0 be the largestpetal for g such that the Fatou coordinate maps Q0isomorphically onto a right half-plane. Then @Q0contains at least one critical point c0, and there is aunique conformal isomorphism '0 : P0 ! Q0 whichconjugates f to g and (extended over the boundary)carries 0 to c0. Now let Qk = g�kQ0, and let k0 � 0be the smallest index such that Qk0 contains bothcritical values of g. Then '0 extends uniquely to aconformal isomorphism 'k0 : Pk0 ! Qk0 , still conju-gating f to g. Let v be the unique point of Pk0 whichmaps to the second critical value under 'k0 . In thisway we obtain a holomorphic map (g) 7! v fromthe parabolic shift locus Spar to the model spaceS�par. (Furthermore, it is not hard to check that'k0 extends uniquely to a conformal isomorphismB0v ! bC r J(g) which conjugates fv to g.)We must show that this correspondence (g) 7! vis a proper map. That is, if (gj) is any sequenceof points in Spar which has no accumulation pointwithin Spar, then we must show that the correspond-ing sequence vj has no accumulation point withinthe model space. First suppose that the (gj) con-verge, within Per1(1), to a point of the connected-ness locus. If the corresponding sequence of pointsvj converged to a limit within the model space, thenthe corresponding sequence fvj of model parabolicbasins would possess annuli with moduli boundedaway from zero which separate the two critical pointsfrom the Julia set, yielding a contradiction. Simi-larly, suppose that the (gj) diverge within Per1(1)
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FIGURE 5. The regions P0 � P1 � � � � for the quad-ratic case n = 2. (In the region outside of P4, all ofthe iterated preimages of @P0 have been drawn in,so that this �gure looks more complicated near thebasin boundary.)to the point at in�nity. Using Corollary 1.8, wesee that the distance between the two critical valuesof fvj must tend to zero. In other words, vj mustconverge towards the puncture point b in the modelspace. Thus our correspondence (g) 7! v from Sparto S�par is proper. In order to show that it is a con-formal isomorphism, we need only check that it hasdegree one, which follows easily from the asymptoticformula (4{4). �
Remark. The argument shows that the model spaceobtained from Figure 5 is \inside out" with respectto Figures 1(d) and 3. The puncture point b in Fig-ure 5 corresponds to the point at in�nity in the ear-lier �gures.
5. REAL MAPSThis section will study bicritical maps such that theinvariantsX and Y of Section 1 are both real. Recallthat a homeomorphism � : bC ! bC is antiholomor-

phic if it has the form �(z) = '(�z), where ' is someM�obius automorphism of bC and �z is the complexconjugate. A is an involution if � �� is the identitymap.
Lemma 5.1. The invariants X(f) and Y (f) are bothreal if and only if the bicritical map f : bC ! bCcommutes with some antiholomorphic involution �.This � is unique if and only if (f) lies o� the sym-metry locus (or o� the real part �R of the symmetrylocus).
Proof. We temporarily introduce the notation c(z) =�z for complex conjugation. Then the rational mapg = c � f � c can be obtained from f by replacingall of its coe�cients by their complex conjugates.Evidently X(g) = X(f) and Y (g) = Y (f). There-fore, if X and Y are real, then it follows that f isholomorphically conjugate to g, say f � ' = ' � g.Setting � = ' � c, this means thatf � � = f � ' � c = ' � g � c = ' � c � f = � � f;so that f commutes with �. It follows that f com-mutes with � ��, which is a holomorphic map frombC to itself. If (f) lies o� of the symmetry locus ofCorollary 1.4, this proves that � � � is the identitymap, as required. Even for a generic f in the sym-metry locus which commutes with a unique �, since �must either �x or interchange the two critical points,it follows that � � � must �x both critical points,and hence be the identity map. Finally, in the twoexceptional cases, corresponding to f(z) = zn orf(z) = 1=zn, the assertion is clearly satis�ed. Con-versely, if f commutes with � = '�c, then compos-ing the equation f �'�c = '�c�f on the right withc, we see that f �' = '�g. Therefore X(f) = X(g)and Y (f) = Y (g) are real, as asserted.If there is a second antiholomorphic map � com-muting with f , then � � � is a holomorphic mapcommuting with f , so that f belongs to the sym-metry locus. Conversely, if (f) does belong to thesymmetry locus, let � be a holomorphic involutioncommuting with f . Then � � � �� is also a holomor-phic involution commuting with f . In the genericcase where � is unique, it follows that � commuteswith �, and that � � � is another antiholomorphic in-volution commuting with f . In other words, f canbe given the structure of a \real map" in two es-sentially distinct ways. The discussion in the two
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exceptional cases where � is not unique is straight-forward, and will be left to the reader. �We must now distinguish two di�erent cases. Theantiholomorphic involution � may have a circle of�xed points (for example the unit circle if �(z) =1=�z). In this case, a M�obius change of coordinateswill reduce it to the standard form �(z) = �z with�xed point set R [f1g, and it follows easily that thecorresponding map f can be expressed as a rationalmap with real coe�cients. On the other hand, itmay happen that � has no �xed points at all. Inthis case, a M�obius change of coordinates reduces� to the standard antipodal map �(z) = �1=�z. Itfollows from a theorem of Borsuk and Hopf thata map f which commutes with this antipodal mapnecessarily has odd degree. (Compare [Alexandro�and Hopf 1935].) Such an f gives rise to a conformalself-map with only one critical point on the non-orientable \Klein surface" which is obtained from bCby identifying each z with �1=�z.More precisely, we can distinguish six cases as fol-lows. Suppose that f commutes with the antiholo-morphic involution �. For the �rst �ve cases wesuppose that � has a circle S1 of �xed points. Notethat f induces a map from this circle to itself.
Case +n. For any degree n, it may happen that finduces an n-fold covering map of degree +n fromthe circle S1 to itself. In this case the Julia set J(f)either coincides with S1, in which case (f) has justtwo Fatou components, each mapped onto itself byf , or else J(f) is a Cantor subset of S1, so that (f)belongs to the shift locus.

+n0�n
FIGURE 6. Symmetry locus in the real (X;Y )-planefor degree n = 2. The three complementary domainsare labeled according to the degree of the associatedmap from the circle of real points to itself. The pic-ture for higher even values of n would have anothercusp, corresponding to (z 7! zn), but would other-wise be similar.

Case �n. If f induces an n-fold covering of degree�n, then again the Julia set may be S1 or a Cantorsubset. Correspondingly, f either interchanges thetwo Fatou components, or belongs to the shift locus.
Case 0. If the degree n is even, then the only otherpossibility is that f maps S1 onto a proper subset ofitself by a map of degree zero. In this case, the for-ward orbits of the two critical points lie in the imagef(S1), which is an interval I � S1. (Compare [Mil-nor 1993].) Restricting f to this interval, we obtaina map which is either monotone, or unimodal, orbimodal of a rather restricted type since each pointof I has at most two preimages in I. Thus the dy-namics is largely controlled by the theory of smoothinterval maps. In particular, any attracting or para-bolic cycle must be contained in I, and if there isno such cycle then the Julia set must be the entireRiemann sphere.We can pass between these three cases only bycrossing the symmetry locus. (Compare Figure 6.)For the remaining three cases, we assume that thedegree n is odd.
Case +1. For any odd n, the circle S1 may map toitself by a homeomorphism of degree +1 with twocritical inection points. The dynamics of the crit-ical orbits is then governed by the theory of mono-tone degree one circle maps, with a rotation numberwhich is well de�ned up to sign. (Compare [Bam�onand Bobenrieth 1999].) If the rotation number isp=q, both critical orbits converge to (the same ordi�erent) parabolic or attracting cycles of period q,whereas if the rotation number is irrational the Juliaset is the entire Riemann sphere.

+n�n antipode-preserving
+1
�1

FIGURE 7. Symmetry locus in the real (X;Y )-planefor degree n = 3, with the �ve complementary do-mains appropriately labeled.
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FIGURE 8. Dynamic plane for a degree n = 3 bicrit-ical map which commutes with the antipodal map,with the unit circle drawn in. (The parameters areX = �0:235, Y = 0:213.) There are two attractingperiod 4 orbits. The antipodal map of bC , reectionin the unit circle composed with the 180� rotation,interchanges the two attracting basins, which arecolored white and grey respectively. The Julia set,like that for an arbitrary degree n bicritical map, hasn-fold rotational symmetry. It is conjectured thatthis particular map can be obtained as a mating ofthe form (z3+b) ?? (z3��b), with b � 0:584�0:270 i.(Compare [Tan 1992].)
Case�1. Similarly S1 may map to itself by a homeo-morphism of degree �1. In this case, both criticalorbits must converge to parabolic or attracting cy-cles of period one or two.
Antipode Preserving Case. Iff(�1=�z) = �1=f(z);then (f) necessarily belongs to the connectednesslocus. For every hyperbolic component in this regionof the (X;Y )-plane, there are either two antipodalattracting orbits of the same period p, or else a singleattracting orbit of period 2p satisfying the identity�(x) = f�p(x). In the latter case it is convenient tosay that the hyperbolic component is of type p+ p.The division of the real (X;Y )-plane into �ve re-gions for a typical odd n is shown in Figure 7. Theantipode-preserving region in this plane is shown in

detail in Figure 9 for two values of n, and a typicalassociated Julia set is shown in Figure 8.
6. THE EXTENDED MODULI SPACE bM = M [ L1The next two sections will study the limiting behav-ior as the conjugacy class (f) becomes degenerate.We will say that a sequence of conjugacy classes (fj)diverges to in�nity in the moduli spaceM if this se-quence eventually leaves any compact subset of M.Using the results of Section 2, it is not hard to checkthat the sequence f(fj)g diverges to in�nity withinM if and only if� the larger of the two invariants jX(fj)j andjY (fj)j tends to in�nity with j,or if and only if� the largest, maxi j�i(fj)j, of the �xed point mul-tipliers tends to in�nity with j.It will be convenient to number the �xed points ofeach fj so that the corresponding multipliers �i(fj)satisfy j�1j � j�2j � � � � � j�n+1j.
Lemma 6.1. If f(fj)g diverges to in�nity within M,then all but two of the �xed point multipliers musttend to in�nity , so thatj�n+1j � � � � � j�4j � j�3j ! 1:Furthermore, after passing to a suitable subsequence,exactly one of the following two statements musthold :(1) either �2 !1 also, but �1 ! 0,(2) or �2 remains bounded and �1 remains boundedaway from zero, while the product �1�2 convergesto +1.
Proof. After passing to a subsequence, we can as-sume that X and Y and each of the �i tends to awell de�ned limit in C [ f1g. First suppose thatjY j ! 1 while jXj remains bounded. Then it fol-lows from Theorem 2.6 that the elementary symmet-ric function �k remains bounded for k 6= n, but thatj�nj ! 1. Since �n is the sum of n + 1 terms, ofwhich �2�3 � � ��n+1 is the largest in absolute value,it certainly follows that j�2�3 � � � �n+1j ! 1. Sincethe product �n+1 remains bounded, this implies that�1 ! 0. We must show that j�2j ! 1. Other-wise, if say �2; : : : ; �l remained bounded, with l � 2,then a straightforward argument would show thatthe �n+1l �-fold sum �n�l+1, with dominant summand
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FIGURE 9. Antipode-preserving region of the (X;Y )-plane for degrees 3 and 5, with periods of the larger hyperboliccomponents labeled. (Note that the components of type p+p have a tricorn-like geometry. Compare [Nakane andSchleicher 1995].) Along the top edge, these maps give rise to degree one circle homeomorphisms, with rotationnumber as indicated. Also, along the edge of the principal hyperbolic component, the multiplier of one of thetwo indi�erent �xed points is indicated, using the notation e(x) = e2�ix.
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�l+1 � � ��n+1, also tended to in�nity, yielding a con-tradiction. Thus j�2j ! 1, and we are in case (1).Now suppose that jXj ! 1. In particular, weassume that X 6= 0, so that�1�2 � � � �n+1 = �n+1 = nn+1Xn�1 6= 0:Let �̂k = �n+1�k=�n+1be the k-th elementary symmetric function of thereciprocals 1=�1; : : : ; 1=�n+1. This is well de�nedand �nite whenever X 6= 0. If X !1, we see fromLemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.6 that�̂k ! 0 for k � 3;�̂2 ! 1: (6–1)

(However, the limiting behavior of �̂1 depends notonly on X but also on Y .) Suppose that exactly pof the �i tend to zero, while exactly q of them tendto �nite nonzero limits. If p � 1, it is easy to checkthat �̂p ! 1 and also that �̂p+q ! 1. By (6{1),it follows that p � 1, and also that q = 0 wheneverp = 1. Thus if p = 1, we are again in case (1).Finally, suppose that p = 0. Then evidently �̂qtends to a �nite nonzero limit, while �k ! 0 fork > q. Making use of (6{1), it follows immediatelythat q = 2, and that we are in case (2). �A convenient coordinate near the line at in�nity isprovided by the sum of reciprocals�̂1 =X 1�i = �n�n+1 = �nnn+1Xn�1 :If only �1 and �2 remain �nite, with �1 ! � and�2 ! ��1, note that this coordinate �̂1 tends to� + ��1. We can now de�ne the extended modulispace bM to be the disjoint union M [ L1, whereL1 is a complex line with coordinate �̂1 2 C . Tomake this union into a complex manifold, we coverit with two coordinate patches, each biholomorphicto C 2. The �rst coordinate patch is M itself, withcoordinates X and �n. The second is (MrL0)[L1with coordinates X̂ = 1=X and �̂1. In the overlapMrL0, these two coordinate systems are related bythe biholomorphic mapX̂ = 1X ; �̂1 = �nnn+1Xn�1 :

Lemma 6.2. The union bM, with complex structure de-�ned in this way , is a well de�ned Hausdor� complexmanifold . Furthermore, the coordinate function Xextends to a locally trivial holomorphic projectionX : bM �! bC ;where each �ber LX is conformally isomorphic to C .The proof is straightforward.(Similarly, if bMR � bM denotes the closure of thereal part of moduli space, as discussed in Section 5,then we obtain a real line bundleR ,! bMR X�! bR = R [1:Topologically, bMR is either a cylinder or a M�obiusband according as n is odd or even.)
Remark 6.3. Although the �bers of the line bundleC ,! bM ! bC have a sharp geometric and alge-braic interpretation, it is not known whether theyhave any dynamic meaning. However, three particu-lar �bers certainly do have dynamic interpretations.The �ber L0 consists of maps with a superattract-ing �xed point; compare Figure 1(a). The �ber L�1consists of maps for which one critical point mapsimmediately to the other. (For a study of this fam-ily, see [Bam�on and Bobenrieth 1999].) Finally, theline at in�nity, L1 is certainly quite unique. Com-puter pictures suggest that each �ber LX may inter-sect C in a set which is full and connected, so thatLX \ Shyp is conformally isomorphic to C r D . Iknow of no reason why this should be true, althoughit would be compatible with the description of thefundamental group of Shyp. (Compare Remark 6.6and Lemma 7.8.) I don't have a good algorithm formaking pictures of LX \ C. However, if we pass tothe (n+1)-fold branched covering in which one �xedpoint is marked, then we can parametrize by its mul-tiplier �. (Compare Remark 2.10.) It is relativelyeasy to make pictures in the disk j�j < 1 where thismarked point is attracting. (See Figure 10.) Notethat each (f) 2 LX with a unique attracting �xedpoint embeds uniquely in this disk, provided thatX 6= 0. In particular, LX \ Shyp embeds uniquely.However conjugacy classes with two attracting �xedpoints are represented twice.
Lemma 6.4. The space of all holomorphic sections ofthe bundle X : bM ! bC is an n-dimensional vector
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FIGURE 10. Pictures in the disk j�j < 1 for X equal to �0:2, 0:2i and 0:2 respectively, for degree n = 2. (CompareRemark 6.3.) The connectedness locus is shaded grey; while the curves in the shift locus indicate the number ofiterations needed for both critical orbits to reach a small neighborhood of the attracting �xed point.space, consisting of all polynomial functions of theform
�n = n�1Xj=0 cjXj ; �̂1 = n�1Xj=0 cj X̂n�1�j=nn+1:

It follows that a function Y = Y (X) gives rise to aholomorphic section of this bundle if and only if thesum Y (X) + 2Xn is a polynomial of degree � n� 1in X.The proof is straightforward. (Compare Lemma 2.4and Theorem 2.6.)
Corollary 6.5. For each � 6= 0, the closure withinbM of the a�ne algebraic curve Per1(�) � M is asmooth compact algebraic curve Per1(�) � bM, whichcan be described as the image of a smooth section ofthe complex line bundle bM ! bC . The intersectionPer1(�) \ L1 of this curve with the line at in�nityconsists of the point with coordinates X̂ = 0; �̂1 =�+ ��1:
Proof. This follows immediately, using Theorem 2.3and Lemma 2.4. �Note that the coordinate �̂1 on the line at in�nityis real, and belongs to the interval �2 � �̂1 � 2, ifand only if j�j = 1. (Compare Theorem 7.5.)(As noted in Section 2, the curve Per1(0) shouldbe identi�ed with the �ber L0 of this �bration withmultiplicity n�1. Similarly, it may be useful toidentify Per1(1) with the �ber L1 counted n � 1times.)

Other examples of smooth sections of this com-plex line bundle are the coordinate curve �n = 0and the half symmetry locusY = �2X(n�1)=2(X + 1)(n+1)=2of Section 1 when n is odd (but not the locus Y = 0or the other half symmetry locus).
Remark 6.6.We can actually compactify moduli spaceby adding one more point c1, contained in a thirdcoordinate neighborhood. However, the result is nolonger a manifold when n > 2, but rather an orb-ifold: a neighborhood of c1 is homeomorphic to acone over a 3-dimensional lens space whose funda-mental group is cyclic of order n � 1. This third

L1

L0

ts 1=X

X(z 7! zn)

1̂ �̂1

�n
FIGURE 11. Schematic picture of the compacti�edmoduli space bM [c1, with a singular point at c1,showing the three overlapping coordinate systems.
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coordinate neighborhoodW can be parametrized bycoordinates s; t subject to the identi�cations (s; t) =(�s; �t), where � ranges over all (n�1)-st roots ofunity. They are related to the coordinates (X;�n)on the overlap where �n 6= 0 and s 6= 0, and to thecoordinates (X̂; �̂1) on the overlap where �̂1 6= 0 andt 6= 0, by the identitiesX = ts ; �n = 1sn�1 ;and X̂ = st ; �̂1 = 1nn+1tn�1 :There is just one pointc1 2W that does not belongto bM, namely the singular pointc1 with coordinatess = t = 0. It is not di�cult to check that thesecoordinate transformations are compatible, so thatbM[c1 is a well de�ned compact Hausdor� space. Asmall neighborhood of in�nity in bM can be identi�edwith a neighborhood of c1 in W with this singularpoint removed. Evidently, for reasonable choice ofneighborhood, the fundamental group will be cyclicof order n� 1.Intuitively, we can think of the �bers of our holo-morphic line bundle as a pencil of lines though thisexceptional pointc1. This pencil of lines sweeps outthe compacti�ed moduli space bM [c1. Using thisconstruction, we can reinterpret Lemma 6.1 as fol-lows. If a sequence of points (fj) 2 M convergeswithin bM [c1 to the point c1, then we are in Case(1) of Lemma 6.1, with all but one of the �xed pointmultipliers tending to in�nity. On the other hand,if a sequence converges to some point of L1 � bM,then we are in Case (2) of Lemma 6.1, so that twoof the multipliers converge to �nite nonzero limitswith product +1 while the others tend to in�nity.
7. THE EXTENDED HYPERBOLIC SHIFT LOCUSbShyp � bM
Theorem 7.1. The connectedness locus C is containedin a compact subset of the extended moduli space bM.Hence the closure C � bM is compact .It follows that the complement bMrC is a neighbor-hood of in�nity in bM. By de�nition, this comple-mentary open neighborhood of in�nity, consistingof Shyp together with the points of L1 r (C \ L1),will be called the extended hyperbolic shift locus bShyp.(See Theorem 7.4 for a precise description of C\L1.)

The following statement is completely equivalent toTheorem 7.1.
Corollary 7.2. There exists a constant k dependingonly on the degree n with the following property . Ifall but one of the �xed point multipliers of f aregreater than k in absolute value, then (f) belongs tothe hyperbolic shift locus .(Compare [Milnor 1993, x 8.8], which shows that thebest value for k in the degree 2 case lies between 3and 6.)
Proof of Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.2. We will �rst�nd a rough criterion for belonging to the hyperbolicshift locus depending on the invariants X;Y1; Y2; Yof Section 1, and then relate this to the topologyof bM. Consider a sequence of maps fj with markedcritical points so that the conjugacy classes (fj) tendto in�nity in M. Thus, passing to a subsequence ifnecessary, at least one of the invariants X(fj) andY (fj) must tend to in�nity. Since Y1 + Y2 = Y andY1Y2 = (X + 1)n+1Xn�1 by (1{3), it follows thatY1 or Y2 must tend to in�nity. Interchanging thetwo critical points if necessary, we may assume thatY2(fj)!1 as j !1.In particular, putting the fj into the normal form(1{1), we may assume that the coe�cients c andd are nonzero and hence, after a linear change ofcoordinate, we may assume that c = d = 1. In thisway, taking the critical values to be f(0) = v andf(1) = v + �, we obtain the normal formf(z) = fj(z) = (v + �)zn + vzn + 1 = v + �znzn + 1 :(We will write v = vj and � = �j whenever it isnecessary for clarity.) Note that f�1(1) is the setof n-th roots of �1. The invariantsX = v=�; Y2 = 1=�ncan be computed from (1{2). It follows that � ! 0,and that the critical value v satis�es the equationvn = Xn=Y2. It will be convenient to set " =pj�j >0. Thus " = "j also tends to zero as j !1.
Case 1. Suppose that vn = Xn=Y2 is bounded awayfrom �1, or equivalently that v is bounded awayfrom the n-th roots of �1, as j !1. Then we willprove that (fj) belongs to the hyperbolic shift locusfor large j. Let N"(v) be the open neighborhood
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v N"(v)0

FIGURE 12. Dynamics for (f) nearc1. Here the crit-ical points are at 0 and 1, while the critical valuesas well as the attracting �xed point are in the diskN"(v). The Julia set is contained in the n shadeddisks U i, each of which maps di�eomorphically ontothe complement bC r N"(v). As (f) ! c1, each ofthese n+ 1 disks shrinks to a point.of radius " = pj�j about v. Then the pre-imageW = f�1N"(v) consists of all z withjzn + 1j > j�j=" = ":If " is small, this set can be described as the com-plement W = bC r (U1 [ � � � [ Un) of the union ofclosed neighborhoods U1; : : : ; Un of the various n-th roots of �1, where each U j has radius roughly"=n. ThusW is a connected open set which containsboth critical points. (Compare the �gure, where Wis the complement of the shaded region.) Since v isbounded away from the roots of �1, it follows thatthe image f(W ) = N"(v) is compactly contained inW provided that j is su�ciently large. Using thePoincar�e metric for W , it follows that all orbits inW converge to a common attracting �xed point. Us-ing Theorem B.5, it follows that (fj) is contained inthe hyperbolic shift locus.
Case 2. Suppose in fact that vn converges to �1 (andhence that jvj ! 1), but thatj1 + vnj="!1 as j !1;so that " � j1 + vnj for large j. Note that thedistance between v and the closest n-th root of �1 isapproximately j1+vnj=n for large j. It now follows,just as in Case 1, that f(W ) is compactly containedin W , and hence that (fj) belongs to the hyperbolicshift locus, provided that j is large.

Remark 7.3. More explicitly, in both Cases 1 and 2, itfollows for large j that the Julia set J is the disjointunion of compact subsets Jk = J\Uk, where f mapseach Uk di�eomorphically onto the strictly larger setbC rN"(v). Hence f is hyperbolic, that every pointof J is uniquely determined by its itinerary withrespect to the partition J = J1[ : : :[Jn. In fact, asj ! 1, it follows that the Julia set becomes moreand more hyperbolic, in the sense that the multiplierof any periodic orbit in J tends to in�nity.
Case 3. We now return to the proof of Theorem 7.1and Corollary 7.2. Suppose �nally that the ratioj1 + vnj=" remains bounded as j ! 1, although" ! 0 hence 1 + vn ! 0. (By Cases 1 and 2, thismust be the case if each (fj) belongs to the con-nectedness locus.) Then we will show that the (fj)remain within some compact subset of bM. Setting1 + vn = 1 +Xn=Y2 = �;we see that j�j is less than some constant time ",so that j�2j is less than a constant times "2 = j�j �1=jXj. We can now solve forY2 = �Xn(1+ �+ �2+ � � �)= �Xn�Xn�+O(Xn�1);Y1 = (X +1)n+1Xn�1=Y2 = �(X +1)n+1(1� �)=X= �Xn+Xn�+O(Xn�1);and henceY = Y1 + Y2 = �2Xn +O(Xn�1):Since X tends to in�nity, it is appropriate to passto the coordinates X̂ = 1=X and �̂1 = P 1=�k ofSection 6. Recall from Theorem 2.6 that�̂1 = �n�n+1 = nn(Y + Pn(X))nn+1Pn+1(X)= Y + 2Xn +O(Xn�1)nXn�1 :It follows that �̂1 remains bounded as j ! 1 andX ! 1, so that the (fj) remain within a compactsubset of the extended moduli space bM.Theorem 7.1 now follows immediately, and Corol-lary 7.2 is proved as follows. Recall that �2 is de�nedto be the �xed point multiplier with next-to-smallestabsolute value. Suppose, for every positive integerj, that we could �nd a conjugacy class (fj) 2M\Cwith j�2(fj)j > j. The resulting sequence cannot
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be in Case 1 or Case 2, and therefore must be inCase 3, with X(fj) ! 1 and �̂1(fj) bounded. Butthis contradicts the hypothesis that j�2(fj)j ! 1.�We can describe the set C � bM and its complementbShyp more precisely as follows.
Theorem 7.4. The closure of the connected locus Cwithin the extended moduli space bM = M [ L1 isa compact set which consists of C [ Per1(1) � M,together with a closed line segment consisting of allpoints in the line L1 �= C such that the coordinate�̂1 is real with �2 � �̂1 � 2.Equivalently, we can say that C \ L1 consists of allpoints of L1 with �̂1 of the form�̂1 = 2 cos � = �+ ��1; where � = ei�;so that � ranges over the unit circle. It follows thatthe complement bShyp = bMr Cconsists of Shyp �M, together with all points of L1with �̂1 2 C r [�2; 2] or in other words all points forwhich �̂1 = �+ ��1 with 0 < j�j < 1:The proof of Theorem 7.4 begins as follows. To seethat C contains all points of L1 with �̂1 = ei�+e�i�,note that each such point can be described as theintersection L1 \ Per1(ei�):But clearly Per1(ei�) is disjoint from the hyperbolicshift locus, and hence contained in C.The proof in the other direction will depend ona study of dynamic behavior for conjugacy classes(f) 2M � bM which are su�ciently close to the lineL1 � bM. We must �rst �nd a normal form for suchclasses. Suppose the multipliers at the n + 1 �xedpoints are approximately �; ��1;1; : : : ;1. Here wemust exclude the case � = 0, and also the case � = 1which turns out to be particularly di�cult. We willuse the normal form (1{1) with ad � bc = 1 andwith a + b = c + d = u, so that there is a �xedpoint of multiplier � = n=u2 at z = 1. Supposethat there is another �xed point at z = �. (Here wemust assume that �n 6= 1, since �n = 1 would implythat f(�) = f(1) = 1. In practice, we will only beinterested in the limiting case as �! 1.) Solving the

�xed point equation a�n + b = (c�n+ d)� (togetherwith the equations ad�bc = 1 and a+b = c+d = u),we �nd the unique solutiona = �P + �Q; b = �nP � �Q;c = �P +Q; d = �nP �Q;where we have temporarily introduced the abbrevi-ations P = u�n � 1 ; Q = 1u(�� 1) :It follows easily thatX = bc = �(�nP � �Q)(P �Q)is given by the asymptotic formulaX � �(�� 1)2n� 1(�� 1)2 as �! 1:Thus, given � 6= 0; 1, we can realize any large valueof the invariant X by suitable choice of the param-eter � � 1. (Note by Lemma 2.1 that X and � to-gether determine the remaining invariant Y .) Themultiplier at �, call it �0, can be computed by theformula�0 = n�n�1(c�n + d)2 = n�n�1�u(��1)�n�1 �2 � u2=n = 1=�as �! 1. For � � 1, the two critical values f(1) =a=c and f(0) = b=d are close to 1 and �, and ex-tremely close to each other. In fact the di�erence isgiven by ac � bd = 1cd � 1X = O(�� 1)2;and we can computeac = t � 1 + (1� t) � � with t = 11�Q=P � 11� �;and similarly b=d = t0 � 1 + (1 � t0) � � with t0 �1=(1� �).It will be convenient to conjugate f by the M�obiusinvolution '(z) = '�1(z) = � z � 1z � �:which interchanges the critical point 0 with the �xedpoint 1, and interchanges the critical point 1 withthe �xed point �. Thus the conjugate mapg = ' � f � 'has critical points at '(0) = 1 and at '(1) = �,and has a �xed point of multiplier � at '(1) = 0
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and a �xed point of multiplier � ��1 at '(�) =1.The critical values g(1) and g(�) are both close to�. In fact computation shows thatg(�) = �Q=P = �+ �2 + � � �+ �nu2 = �+O(�� 1)as �! 1, and similarlyg(1) = g(�)=�n = �+O(�� 1):
Theorem 7.5. Suppose that we �x � 6= 0; 1. Thenas � ! 1 the rational function g = g� convergesuniformly to the linear function w 7! �w throughoutany compact subset of bC r f1g.(Compare [Milnor 1993, x 4]. Here \uniform con-vergence" refers to convergence with respect to thespherical metric on the target space bC .) Thus, as� ! 1 the two critical points of g crash together,and g converges to a linear map, except in a smallneighborhood of 1.The proof will be based on the following. Let D rbe the disk fz 2 C : jzj < rg. If U is an open neigh-borhood of 0 in C , it will be convenient to de�nethe inradiuss(Ui) = maxfs : D s � Ug = dist(0; C r U)as the maximum radius of a disk centered at theorigin and contained in U .
Lemma 7.6. Given simply connected open sets Ui �C with inradius s(Ui) tending to in�nity , there ex-ist radii ri ! 1 and conformal isomorphisms hi :D ri �=�!Ui so that fhig converges uniformly to theidentity map on any compact subset of C .
Proof. Let u range over univalent maps u : D ! Con the unit disk with u(0) = 0 and u0(0) = 1. Notethat the space of all such u is compact, and that theinradius of the image always satis�ess�u(D )� � 1: (7–1)(See [Carleson and Gamelin 1993, x I.1], for exam-ple.) It follows that the second derivative of u isuniformly bounded on any compact subset of D , sayju00(w)j � 2k for jwj � 12 :Hence ju(w)� wj � kjw2j for jwj � 12 (7–2)

and for all such maps u, where k is a uniform con-stant. Let �i : D �=�! Ui be the Riemann map,satisfying �i(0) = 0 and �0i(0) = ri > 0, and de�nehi : D ri ! Ui by hi(z) = �i(z=ri). Applying (7{1)and (7{2) to the map u(w) = �i(w)=ri = hi(riw)=ri,we �nd easily that s(Ui) � ri so that ri ! 1, andthat jhi(z)� zj � kjz2j=ri for jzj � ri=2:Thus fhig converges uniformly to the identity for zrestricted to any compact subset of the plane. �
Proof of Theorem 7.5. Let � = �� be a circle arc join-ing the two critical values g(1) and g(�). Then thepreimage g�1(�) is a union of n circle arcs joining thetwo critical points 1 and �, where two adjacent arcsspan an angle of 2�=n at either common endpoint.Furthermore, each of the n connected componentsof bC r g�1(�) maps biholomorphically onto bC r �.In fact the corresponding statement is true for anybicritical map, since any such map can be expressedas a composition of the n-th power map for whichit is clearly true, together with M�obius transforma-tions which carry circles to circles. (Compare thenormal form (1{1).)Both the diameter of � and the diameter of g�1(�)depend on the precise choice of circle arc �. How-ever, with a little care we can choose � = �� sothat both of these diameters tend to zero as the dis-tance j� � 1j between the two critical points tendsto zero. It then follows that there is one largestcomponent U = U� of bC r g�1(�), and that thediameter of the complement bC r U tends to zeroas � ! 1. After conjugating by a rotation of theRiemann sphere which interchanges 1 and 1, wecan use the Lemma to construct conformal isomor-phisms h� : �� ! U�, where �� � bC r f1g is thecomplement of a small round disk about 1, so thath� converges uniformly to the identity map on anycompact subset of bC r f1g. Further, without loss ofgenerality, we may assume that h� �xes the points0 and 1.Similarly we can choose conformal isomorphismsh0� : bC r �� ! �0� �xing 0 and 1, where �0 is thecomplement of a small round disk about g�(1) � �,so that h0� converges uniformly to the identity on anycompact subset of bC r f1=�g. Now the compositionh0��g��h� maps the round disk �� conformally onto
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the round disk �0�, and hence extends to a M�obiusautomorphism of the Riemann sphere. Since it �xes0 and 1, it must have the formh0� � g� � h�(w) = ��w;where �� ! � as � ! 1. Now since h� and h0�converge uniformly to the identity except near 1 andg�(1) respectively, it follows that g�(w) converges to�w except near 1. �
Corollary 7.7. For 0 < j�j < 1 and for jXj greaterthan some constant depending continuously on �,the conjugacy class (f) belongs to the hyperbolic shiftlocus .
Proof. Suppose that j�j < 1 � " < 1. Then jg(w)j �j�wj � jwj(1� ") for � close to 1, or equivalently forjXj large, provided that w is bounded away from 1.Thus every w in the disk D1�" belongs to the at-tracting basin of 0 for jXj large. Since the two crit-ical values of g are close to �, with j�j < 1� ", theyboth belong to this basin. By Theorem B.5, it fol-lows that the conjugacy class (f) = (g) belongs toShyp. �Evidently Theorem 7.4 follows immediately.
Lemma 7.8. This open set Shyp � bM is connected . Itsfundamental group is cyclic of order n� 1.The proof can be outlined as follows. Note �rst thatthere is a holomorphic map� : Shyp �! Dto the open unit disk, which maps each (f) to themultiplier at its unique attracting �xed point. (Theextension of � to the line at in�nity is straightfor-ward: If �̂1 = �+��1 with j�j < 1, then � takes thevalue �.) For any � 2 D r f0g, the �ber ��1(�) isisomorphic to the open disk, with a point on L1 ascenter. (Compare the discussion in [Goldberg andKeen 1990] and [Milnor 1993].) In this way we ob-tain a topological �brationD ! ��1(D r f0g)! D r f0g:However, the �ber ��1(0) is di�erent in two ways.First it is missing a point at in�nity, and hence isa punctured disk. Second, there is no local cross-section near zero. Instead we have something like a

Seifert �bration. In fact, since �n+1=nn+1 = Xn�1by Corollary 2, it follows that� �= �̂�11 = nn+1Xn�1=�nfor � close to zero and A close to +1 in the shiftlocus. Thus a small loop around the line A = 1 inthe shift locus corresponds to a loop in the �-planewhich winds n � 1 times around the origin. Thusn � 1 times a generator for the fundamental groupof ��1(D r f0g, which is free cyclic, maps to zero inthe fundamental group of Shyp.
8. THE CURVES Perp(�) � bMRoughly speaking, the curve Perp(�) is the set ofall conjugacy classes with an orbit of period p � 1and multiplier � 2 C . However, we must be some-what careful to give a de�nition which yields a wellbehaved algebraic curve which depends continuouslyon �, even in exceptional cases. (One di�culty ariseswhen the multiplier is a root of unity, since a se-quence of orbits of period pq with multiplier con-verging to +1 may converge to an orbit of periodp with a q-th root of unity as multiplier. Anotherdi�culty arises for � = 0, since the curves Perp(�)converge towards an (n� 1)-fold branched coveringof Perp(0) as �! 0.)We �rst count periodic orbits. As in [Milnor 1993;2000], de�ne positive integers �n(p) by the formulanp =Xqjp �n(q) (=) �n(p) =Xqjp �(p=q)nq;to be summed over all divisors 1 � q � p, wherethe M�obius function �(p=q) is de�ned to be (�1)mif p=q = l1 � � � lm is a product of m distinct primeslj , and �(p=q) = 0 otherwise. The �rst few valuesare as follows.p 1 2 3 4 5 6�n(p) n n2�n n3�n n4�n2 n5�n n6�n3�n2+nSince f�p is a rational map of degree np, with np+1�xed points in the generic case, it follows easily thata generic f has �n(p) points of period p for p � 2.(However, for p = 1 it has �n(1) + 1 = n + 1 �xedpoints.)We next construct a commutative diagramPerp ! Bicrit# #Perp ! M
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where both horizontal arrows represent branchedcoverings having degree �n(p) for p � 2, but hav-ing degree �n(1) + 1 for p = 1. (To simplify thenotation, the subscript n on Bicrit andM has beensuppressed.) Start with the varietyVp � Bicrit� bCconsisting of all pairs (f; z) where f is a bicriticalmap of degree n and z is a point of bC satisfyingf�p(z) = z. Here p can be any positive integer.Note that Vq � Vp for every divisor q of p, LetPerp � Bicritn� bC be the Zariski closure of the setVp r [qjpq<p Vq
consisting of points in Vp which do not belong toVq for any q < p. Clearly Vp can be expressed asthe union of Perq as q ranges over all divisors of pincluding p itself.By de�nition, two points (f; z) and (g; w) of Perpare conjugate if there is a M�obius automorphism 'of bC so that g = ' � f � '�1 and w = '(z). Theorbifold consisting of all conjugacy classes ((f; z))of points of Perp will be denoted by Perp. Evi-dently the correspondence ((f; z)) 7! (f) yields therequired branched covering Perp !M.
Remark. These varieties Perp and Perp are actuallyirreducible. The analogous statement for unicriti-cal polynomials was proved by Bousch [1992] in thequadratic case and by Lau and Schleicher [1994] forall degrees. Irreducibility of these varieties for bi-critical rational maps follows, since any irreduciblecomponent of Perp must intersect the locus of poly-nomial maps.
Definition. The multiplier map� : Perp ! Ccarries each ((f; z)) to the derivative of f�p at z. LetF�0 � Perp be the �ber, consisting of all ((f; z)) with�((f; z)) = �0, and let Perp(�0) be its image underthe projection to M. (Intuitively, a point of Perp(�)is a conjugacy class of maps (f) which posses a pe-riod p orbit of multiplier �, while a point of F� con-sists of such an (f) together with a speci�c choiceof period p point for a representative map f .)
Remark. Each k modulo p in the cyclic group Z p =Z =pZ acts on the varieties Perp ! Perp by the

correspondence (f; z) 7! (f; f�k(z)). Thus we ob-tain quotient orbifolds and a larger commutative di-agram Perp ! Perp=Z p ! Bicrit# # #Perp ! Perp=Z p ! M#�Cwhere now the horizontal arrows represent branchedcoverings of degree p on the left and �n(p)=p on theright. Starting with any �0 2 C we can form thepreimage in Perp=Z p and then project to the subsetPerp(�0) �M.
Theorem 8.1. Let Perp(�) be the closure of Perp(�)within the extended moduli space bM. If � 6= 0, thenPerp(�) is a compact , not necessarily irreducible, al-gebraic curve in the extended moduli space bM. Theprojection map ((f; z)) 7! X(f) carries Perp(�) ontobC with degree �n(p)=n. Equivalently , the numberof intersections of Perp(�) with any �ber LX of the�bration X : bM ! bC , counted with multiplicity ,is independent of � and X, being equal to �n(p)=n.The same statements are true for � = 0 and p � 2provided that the point set Perp(0) is counted withmultiplicity n� 1.In other words, for p � 2, it is asserted that the setPerp(0) intersects a generic �ber LX in�n(p)n(n� 1)distinct points, each of which must be counted withmultiplicity n�1 in order to get the correct count of�n(p)=n. (Here is one intuitive explanation for thismultiplicity: For (f) 2 Perp(0), suppose that weperturb f within the much larger space consistingof all rational maps of degree n. Generically, theperiodic critical point will split up into n�1 nearbycritical points, any one of which can be periodic.Thus the locus Perp(0) �M splits up locally, in thislarger context, into n� 1 nearby sheets.)
Outline Proof of Theorem 8.1. We need only considerthe case p � 2, since the period one case has beendiscussed in Sections 2 and 6. Since Perp(�) is analgebraic curve in M �= C 2, it can be de�ned by asingle polynomial equation in the coordinatesX and�n. Substituting X̂=1=X and �̂1=�n=(nn+1Xn�1),
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and multiplying through by an appropriate powerof X̂ , we obtain a corresponding polynomial equa-tion relating X̂ and �̂1. This shows that Perp(�)is an algebraic curve in the variety bM. If j�j > 1so that the associated periodic orbit is contained inthe Julia set, then it follows from Remark 7.3 thatthis curve is contained in a compact subset of bM,and hence is itself compact. On the other hand, ifj�j � 1 with period p � 2, then Perp(�) is containedin the connectedness locus, which has compact clo-sure within bM.To compute the degree of the projection mapPerp(�)! bC ;we �rst look at the exceptional special case � =0 and count the number of intersections of Perp(0)with the �ber L0. If fb(z) = zn + b with invariantsX = 0 and Y = bn�1, then the equation f�pb (0) = 0has degree np�1 in the unknown b, so there are np�1solutions b, counted with multiplicity. Subtractingo� the numbers of solutions for proper divisors of p,we see that there are �n(p)=n choices for b. Since weassume that p � 2, it follows that b 6= 0. Hence thereare n � 1 choices of b for every choice of Y = bn�1.Thus the projection X : Perp(0) ! bC has degree�n(p)=(n(n� 1)) for p � 2. The �rst few values areas follows:p 2 3 4 5�n(p)n(n�1) 1 n+1 n(n+1) (n+1)(n2+1)p 6�n(p)n(n�1) (n+1)(n3+n�1)To check what happens as we perturb the multiplier� away from zero, we can simply apply the followingresult. See [Lau and Schleicher 1994, x 2.2].
Proposition (Lau and Schleicher). If W is any hyper-bolic component in the b-parameter plane for thefamily of maps z 7! zn + b, then the multiplier mapW ! D is an (n� 1)-fold branched covering , rami-�ed only at the unique inverse image of zero.Thus, as we perturb � away from zero, each inter-section of Perp(0) with L0 splits into n � 1 distinctintersection, and we obtain the required count of�n(p)=n points in Perp(�) \ L0 for � 6= 0. �

Example 8.2. For the special case p = 2, it followsthat Per2(0) is the image of a smooth section of the�bration X : bM! bC . We can compute this sectionexplicitly as follows. Using the normal form (1{1)with ad� bc = 1, recall thatX = bc; X + 1 = ad; Y1 = an+1bn�1;and that f(0) = b=d. Thus the critical point 0 hasperiod exactly two if and only iff(b=d) = abn + bdncbn + dn+1is zero, but b 6= 0. This yields the equation abn�1 +dn = 0. Multiplying by an, we obtain Y1+(X+1)n =0. If Y1 6= 0, it follows thatY2 = (X + 1)n+1Xn�1=Y1 = �(X + 1)xn�1;and therefore thatY = Y1 + Y2 = �(X + 1)n � (X + 1)Xn�1:On the other hand, if Y1 = 0 then it is easy to checkthat X + 1 = Y2 = Y = 0 also, so that the equationis still satis�ed. Similarly, if the other critical point1 is periodic, then interchanging the roles of Y1 andY2 we obtain the same equation.
Remark 8.3. It seems likely that the curve Perp(�) isusually irreducible, however there are certainly ex-ceptions. As an example, if n is odd then it wasnoted in Section 1 that the curve Per2(n2) is re-ducible, since it contains the half symmetry locus�� as an irreducible component. (This period twocurve is strictly larger that �� since it has degreen� 1 � 2 over bC while �� has degree one.)Here is another example. If 1 � q < p is a properdivisor of p, and if � is a primitive (p=q)-th root ofunity, then it is not hard to show thatPerq(�) � Perp(1)since, under a small perturbation of f , any periodq orbit of multiplier � will split o� a period p or-bit with multiplier close to 1. In general, it followsthat Perp(1) is reducible for p � 2. The only excep-tion occurs in the degree two case, where Per2(1)actually coincides with the curve Per1(�1). (Thus aquadratic rational map cannot have any period twoorbit with multiplier 1.)We can describe the intersection of Perp(�) withthe line at in�nity rather precisely as follows.
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Theorem 8.4. For p � 2 the intersection Perp(�)\L1depends only on the period p and not on the multi-plier �. This intersection is a �nite set consisting ofpoints with coordinate �̂1 of the form �+ ��1 where� is a q-th root of unity for some q � p.
Proof. First consider the case � = 0, and supposethat �q 6= 1 for 1 � q � p. In other word, wesuppose that the complex numbers1; �; �2; : : : ; �pare all distinct. Let (f) 2 M be a conjugacy classwith X̂ close to zero and with �̂1 close to � + ��1.Using Theorem 7.5 we can �nd a normal form for(f) so that both critical points are close to 1, withthe �rst p+ 1 points of both critical orbits close to1 7! � 7! �2 7! � � � 7! �p 6= 1:Thus, if the pair (X̂; �̂1) is su�ciently close to (0; �+��1), then it follows that neither critical orbit canhave period p, hence (f) 62 Perp(0), as required.(This argument does not apply if �q = 1 for someq < p. For then the q-th forward image of the criticalpoint is close to 1, lying in a small region whoseimage under f covers the entire Riemann sphere.Hence the further orbit of the critical points cannotbe predicted without more information.)Now consider Perp(�) with variable �. Considerthe coordinate �̂1 for the various points of Perp(�)\L1. The elementary symmetric functions of these�n(p)=n (not usually distinct) coordinate values canbe expressed as holomorphic functions of the pa-rameter �. But if j�j < 1and p � 2 then Perp(�) iscontained in the connectedness locus, so thatPerp(�) \ L1 � C \ L1 �= [�2; 2] � R :In other words, every one of the �n(p)=n values of�̂1 is real, hence the elementary symmetric functionsof these coordinate values are also real. But a holo-morphic function from � 2 C to C which takes onlyreal values throughout the open disk j�j < 1 mustbe constant. This proves the the intersection is in-dependent of � for all � 2 C . �
Remark 8.5. More precisely, for p � 2 it can beconjectured that the point of L1 with coordinate�̂1 = �+ ��1 belongs to Perp(�) if and only if � is a

primitive q-th root of unity for some 2 � q � p, orin other words if and only if�̂1 = 2 cos 2�rqfor some integers 0 < r < q � p. Thus it is be-lieved that the point of L1 with coordinate �̂1 = 2does not lie on any Perp(�) with p � 2. (Compare[Stimson 1993] and [Rees � 2000], which give a moreprecise description of the curves Perp(0) near L1 inthe degree two case, and see also [Milnor 1993].)Following is an intuitive argument which attemptsto justify this statement, and also to compute themultiplicities of the various points of Perp(0)\L1. Isuspect that it could be made into a rigorous proof,but certainly have not done so. We count solutionsto the equation g(z) = k, where k 2 C is somegiven constant and where g is the bicritical map ofTheorem 7.5, with jXj very large so that g(z) � �zoutside of a small neighborhood of 1. If k is boundedaway from �, then there is a unique solution z � k=�which is bounded away from 1. Hence the remainingn� 1 solutions must all lie in some small neighbor-hood of 1. We express these facts symbolically, inthe limit as jXj ! 1, by writingk=� �! kbut 1 n�1�! k for k 6= �:In the special case k = �, all n of the solutions mustbe very close to 1, so we write1 n�! �:The numbers on the right in the table are computedby muliplying these factors of n�1 or n by the num-ber of values of r=q which are listed on the left. IfN(p; q) denotes the number of solutions of perioddividing p which are computed in this way, corre-sponding to the case where � is a primitive q-throot of unity, q � 2, then it is not hard to checkthat these numbers can be computed recursively asfollows: N(p; q) = 0 if p < q; N(p; q) = '(q) if p = q,where '(q), the Euler '-function, is the number ofprimitive q-th roots of unity; and
N(p; q) = nN(p�q; q) + q�1Xj=1(n�1)N(p�j; q)
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p r=q limiting orbit of g(1) � � number total2 12 � �! 1 1 13 13 ; 23 � �! �2 �! 1 2�112 � �! 1 n�1�! 1 n�1 n+14 14 ; 34 � �! �2 �! �3 �! 1 2�113 ; 23 � �! �2 �! 1 n�1�! 1 2�(n�1)12 � �! 1 n�! � �! 1 n12 � �! 1 n�1�! 1 n�1�! 1 (n�1)2 n2+n+15 15 ; 25 ; 35 ; 45 � �! �2 �! �3 �! �4 �! 1 4�114 ; 34 � �! �2 �! �3 �! 1 n�1�! 1 2�(n�1)13 ; 23 � �! �2 �! 1 n�1�! �2 �! 1 2�(n�1)13 ; 23 � �! �2 �! 1 n�1�! 1 n�1�! 1 2�(n�1)212 � �! 1 n�! � �! 1 n�1�! 1 n(n�1)12 � �! 1 n�1�! 1 n�! � �! 1 n(n�1)12 � �! 1 n�1�! 1 n�1�! 1 n�1�! 1 (n�1)3 n3+n2+n+1
TABLE 1. Numbers of points (g) 2 LX such that g admits a periodic critical orbit of period dividing p, with jXjvery large, grouped by the conjectured limiting behavior of this orbit as X ! 1. By de�nition, � = e2�ir=q ineach row. The sum on the right must be equal to 1 + n+ n2 + � � �+ np�2 for all values of p.if p > q. If N(p; q) is de�ned by this recursion, thenit seems empirically that the sum over q is given byXq�2 N(p; q) = 1 + n+ n2 + � � �+ np�2:

For any given p, this is easy to check by computer;but I don't know a general proof.On the other hand, for every p � 2, the actualnumber of solutions of period exactly p is knownto be �n(p)=(n(n � 1)). There are no solutions ofperiod 1, hence the number of solutions with periodd dividing p must be equal toXdjpd 6=1 �n(d)n(n� 1) = np � nn(n� 1) = 1 + n+ n2 + � � �+ np�2:
This agrees precisely with the intuitive computa-tion, which supports the conjecture that the com-

puted values N(p; q) are indeed correct, and thatthere are no solutions at all corresponding to thecase � = 1.It is interesting to note that, for each p, the con-tribution from q = 2 is by far the largest. Indeed, forlarge n, the contribution of (n�1)p�2, correspondingto a critical orbit for g which tends asymptoticallyto 1 7! �1 7! 1 7! 1 7! � � � 7! 1;contributes much more than all of the other asymp-totic behaviors combined. The associated point ofPerp(0) \ L1 has coordinate �̂1 = �+ ��1 = �2.
APPENDIX A. NO HERMAN RINGSThe following statement is a straightforward conse-quence of results of Shishikura.
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Theorem A.1. A rational map f with only two criticalpoints cannot have any Herman rings .The proof we give is closely modeled on Shishikura'sargument (compare [Shishikura 1987, x 8 and re-mark on page 4]), although it avoids the use ofsurgery constructions.Let f : bC ! bC be a rational map of degree d � 2which possesses a cycle of Herman rings H = H1 [� � � [ Hp of period p � 1. That is, assume thatthe Hi are disjoint annuli with @Hi � J(f), wherei ranges over the group of integers modulo p, andassume that f maps each Hi di�eomorphically ontoHi+1. Choosing some base point b 2 H , the closureof the forward orbit of b is a union � = �1 [ � � � [�pof smooth simple closed curves, where �i � Hi andf(�i) = �i+1. Since f(�) = �, we have� � f�1(�) � f�2(�) � � � � :(If � is chosen to be disjoint from the postcriticalset, then each f�n(�) will be a union of at most pdndisjoint simple closed curves.) The connected com-ponents of bC r f�n(�) are open sets which will becalled Shishikura puzzle pieces of level n. Evidentlyf maps each puzzle piece of level n > 0 onto a puzzlepiece of level n� 1 by a possibly branched coveringmap.Each �i separates the Riemann sphere into twodisks. In order to label these disks, choose orienta-tions for the loops �i compatible with the mapping.Then for each �i we can speak of the disk DLi to theleft of �i with boundary �i, and the disk DRi to theright of �i with boundary �i . Fixing some level n,note that each �i lies on the boundary of exactly twopuzzle pieces. Let Li = L(n)i � DLi be the adjacentpiece to the left of �i and Ri = R(n)i � DRi the adja-cent piece to the right. De�ne the level n left neigh-borhood L(n) of � to be the union L(n)1 [� � �[L(n)p , andde�ne the right neighborhood R(n) = R(n)1 [� � �[R(n)psimilarly. Then we have the following result. (See[Shishikura 1987, x 7].)
Theorem A.2. The left neighborhood L(n) of � con-tains at least one critical point of f , and similarlythe right neighborhood R(n) contains at least onecritical point .
Proof. We may assume that n � 1. If L1 [ � � � [ Lpcontains no critical point, then we will show that

f must map each Li onto Li+1, and hence that f�pmust map Li onto itself. This would imply thateach Li is contained in the Fatou set C rJ(f). Butthat is impossible, since Li intersects the boundaryof the ring Hi, which is contained in the Julia set.This contradiction will prove the Theorem.For each left hand puzzle piece L(n)i we have thefollowing diagram.L(n)i f�! L(n�1)i+1 � L(n)i+1:If there is no critical point in L(n)i , then f mapsL(n)i onto L(n�1)i+1 by a covering map (which may beone-to-one). Hence, if we pass to universal coveringspaces, this diagram takes the form~L(n)i �= ~L(n�1)i+1  � ~L(n)i+1:In other words, we can choose a single valued holo-morphic branch of f�1 which maps ~L(n)i+1 into ~L(n)i .Each puzzle piece L(n)i is a hyperbolic Riemann sur-face, and hence has a Poincar�e metric. Fixing n,for any smooth curve segment � : [0; 1] ! L(n)i , letli(�) be the Poincar�e arclength. Then one of thefollowing two possibilities must hold:
Case 1. If f(L(n)i ) is precisely equal to L(n)i+1, then thisbranch of f�1 is a Poincar�e isometry from ~L(n)i+1 onto~L(n)i . In this case f preserves Poincar�e arclength, sothat li+1(f � �) = li(�)for every smooth curve in L(n)i .
Case 2. If f(L(n)i ) is strictly larger than L(n)i+1, thenthis branch of f�1 is strictly distance reducing. Thusf must strictly increase Poincar�e arclength, in thesense that li+1(f � �) > li(�)for any non-constant curve in L(n)i which maps intoL(n)i+1.Now choose some orbit closure �0 � H \L(n), andlet � : R =Z ! �0 \ H0 be a smooth parametriza-tion of one connected component. Then f�i � � is asmooth parametrization of �0 \Hi. Comparing thediscussion above, we havel0(�) � l1(f � �) � l2(f�2 � �)� � � � � lp(f�p � �) = l0(�);since f�p�� and � parametrize the same loop. Thusequality must hold throughout, and Case 2 can never
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occur. This proves that f must map every L(n)i ontoL(n)i+1. As noted above, this leads to a contradic-tion. Therefore L(n) must contain at least one crit-ical point, which completes the proof of TheoremA.2. �
Remark A.3. If n � p � 1, then L(n) is disjoint fromR(n). This statement is clear when p = 1, sinceL(n)i \ R(n)i = ?. If L(p�1) \ R(p�1) 6= ? with p > 1,then L(p�1)i0 would be precisely equal to R(p�1)i0+� forsome i0 and some � 6� 0. This would imply thatL(p�2)i0+1 = R(p�2)i0+1+�. Continuing inductively it wouldfollow that L(0)i = R(0)i+� for every i. But this wouldimply that the entire disk DRi to the right of �i iscontained in DRi+�. ThereforeDR0 � DR� � DR2� � � � � � DRp� = DR0 ;which is impossible.Now we specialize to the case of a rational map ofdegree d with only two critical points. Note thefollowing basic observation. If a simple closed curve�i � bC bounds a closed diskD which is disjoint fromthe two critical values, then f�1(D) is the union of ddisjoint topological disks, each of which contains nocritical point and maps homeomorphically onto D.On the other hand, if �i separates the two criticalvalues, then f�1(�i) is a single simple closed curve,which maps onto �i by a d-fold covering map. Evi-dently this second case can never occur for the loops�i associated with a cycle of Herman rings.It will be convenient to put one of the two criticalpoints at in�nity. Then one of the two componentsof the complement of any �i is bounded, and mapsdi�eomorphically onto its image under f . I willcall this component the inside Dini of �i . The othercomponent Douti is unbounded, and contains bothcritical points.Call �k a separating loop if it separates the criticalpoints from the critical values. Then the inside Diniof each �i maps di�eomorphically onto:the outside Douti+1 if �i+1 is separating,the inside Dini+1 if �i+1 is non-separating.Call �k minimal if the union � is disjoint from theopen disk Dink .
Lemma A.4. There exists a (necessarily unique) �kwhich is both separating and minimal .

Proof [Shishikura 1987, x 8]. There certainly existsat least one minimal �i. If every �i were mini-mal and non-separating, then the inside of every �iwould map di�eomorphically onto the inside of �i+1and we would have a cycle of Siegel disks rather thanHerman rings. Therefore, either there is some �iwhich is minimal and separating, as required, or elsethere is some �i which is not minimal. In the lattercase, we can choose some non-minimal �i so that�i+1 is minimal. Then Dini , which contains other�j , cannot map di�eomorphically onto Dini+1 whichdoes not. Hence in this case �i+1 must be a minimalseparating loop, as required. �
Proof of Theorem A.1. Let �k be the loop of LemmaA.4. Since �k is minimal, the closure Doutk containsthe union � = �1 [ � � � [ �p. Since �k is separat-ing, the preimage f�1(Doutk ) is a union of d disjointbounded closed disks. Evidently this union containsf�1(�) and has boundary f�1(�k). It follows thatthe complementary region f�1(Dink ) is the uniqueunbounded puzzle piece of level one. This puzzlepiece contains both critical points, and has no �iother than �k�1 on its boundary. Therefore the levelone puzzle piece to the inner side of �k�1 is boundedand contains no critical point, while for any i 6= k�1both of the pieces L(1)i and R(1)i are bounded andcontain no critical point. Thus L(1) and R(1) cannotboth contain critical points, which contradicts The-orem A.2 and completes the proof that a bicriticalmap has no Herman ring. �
APPENDIX B. TOTALLY DISCONNECTED JULIA SETSWe will �rst prove the following result, with no re-striction on the number of critical points. Let f bea rational function of degree n � 2.
Theorem B.1. The Julia set J of f is totally discon-nected and contains no critical point if and only ifall of the critical values of f lie in a single Fatoucomponent .In the hyperbolic case, this was proved by Rees[1990]. I attempted to extend the argument to theparabolic case in [Milnor 1993], but the details werenot quite right. The proof given here is rather dif-ferent and perhaps easier. It will be based on thefollowing ideas.
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Definition. A map g : K ! K 0 between metric spacesis called locally distance increasing if every point ofK has a neighborhood V so thatdist(g(x); g(y)) > dist(x; y) (B–1)for all x 6= y in V . If K is compact, an equiva-lent condition is that for some " > 0 we have (B{1)whenever 0 < dist(x; y) < ".
Lemma B.2. Let g : K ! K be a locally distance in-creasing map from a compact metric space to itself .If g is injective on each connected component of K,then the space K must be totally disconnected .
Proof. First note that there exists a constant "0 > 0so that (B{1) holds whenever x and y are distinctpoints belonging to the same connected component ofK and satisfying dist �g(x); g(y)� < "0. For other-wise, with " as above, there would exist pairs (xi; yi)belonging to the same component Ki of K so thatdist �g(xi); g(yi)� converges to zero as i ! 1, butwith dist(xi; yi) � ". After passing to a subse-quence, we may assume that the points xi convergeto some point x and that the yi converge to somey, where dist(x; y) � " and where g(x) = g(y). Butthis is impossible since x and y belong to the sameconnected component of K. In fact, the set L of allaccumulation points of Ki as i!1 is a connectedsubset of K containing both x and y.The diameter diamK � 0 of a non-vacuous com-pact metric space is de�ned to be the maximum dis-tance between two of its points. More generally,for any integer m � 1 de�ne diammK to be thelargest number � so that there exist m + 1 pointsx0; x1; : : : ; xm in K that are �-separated in the sensethat dist(xi; xj) � � for i 6= j. (Think of m + 1repelling points, which try to get as far as possiblefrom each other.) ThusdiamK = diam1K � diam2K � diam3K � � � � � 0:Note that diammK = 0 if and only if K is a �niteset with at most m elements.The proof of Lemma B.2 now proceeds as fol-lows. Choose m large enough so that K can becovered by subsets X1; : : : ; Xm of diameter less than"0. It then follows that diammK < "0, since a col-lection of "0-separated points can have at most onepoint in each Xi. Let �max be the supremum of thenumbers diammK� as K� ranges over all connected

components of K. We want to prove that �max = 0.Otherwise, if �max > 0, we will obtain a contra-diction by constructing a \largest" component K�,with diammK� equal to �max, and then showing thatdiamm �f(K�)� > �max.Let Ki be a sequence of components of K suchthat the numbers �i = diammKi converge to thesupremum �max, and choose points x0(i), x1(i), . . . ,xm(i) 2 Ki that are �i-separated. After passing toa subsequence, we may assume that each sequencexj(1), xj(2), xj(3), . . . converges to a limit xj 2 K.Let L be the set of all accumulation points of fKigas i ! 1. Then L is connected, and hence is con-tained in some connected component K�. Further-more diammK� = �max since L containsm+1 pointsxj which are �max-separated.Now, assuming that �max > 0, we will obtain acontradiction by showing that diamm �f(K�)� mustbe strictly larger than �max. In fact, for each 0 �i < j � m we have eitherdist �f(xi); f(xj)� > dist(xi; xj) � �max;or elsedist �f(xi); f(xj)� � "0 > diammK � �max:This contradiction proves that �max must be zero.Hence every connected component K� is �nite, andhence consists of a single point. �
Proof of Theorem B.1. One direction is clear, sincea totally disconnected set cannot separate the Rie-mann sphere. For the proof in the other direction,suppose that all critical values lie in a single Fatoucomponent U . Choose a smoothly embedded closeddisk �� � U which contains all of the critical val-ues in its interior. Let � = bC r interior(��) bethe complementary closed disk which contains theJulia set. Since � contains no critical values, itspre-image f�1(�) splits as a disjoint unionf�1(�) = �1 [ � � � [�nof smoothly embedded closed disks, each of whichmaps homeomorphically onto � under f . Now ev-ery connected component J� of the Julia set mustbe contained in one of the �j , and hence must maphomeomorphically under f . Thus, to prove Theo-rem B.1, we need only show that f restricted to theJulia set is locally distance increasing with respectto a suitably chosen metric. In fact we will prove
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the following. (For related statements, see [Douadyand Hubbard 1985a; Tan and Yin 1996; Tan 1997].)
Lemma B.3. A rational map f , restricted to its Juliaset J , is locally distance increasing with respect to asuitably chosen metric if and only if f has no criticalpoints in J .
Proof. If there is a critical point c in the Julia set J ,then f jJ is not even one-to-one near c, so it certainlycannot be locally distance increasing. Suppose thenthat there are no critical points in J . Let P be theclosure of the postcritical set of f (the union of allforward orbits of critical values). If we exclude triv-ial cases where P has only two elements, then eachconnected component of the complement U = bC rPhas a well de�ned Poincar�e metric. The associ-ated Poincar�e distance function will be denoted bydistU(x; y). Let U0 = f�1(U) � U . Then f mapsU0 onto U by a covering map. Since U0 is a propersubset of U , it follows thatdistU(x; y) < distU0(x; y) = distU(f(x); f(y))for any two points x 6= y in U0 which are su�cientlyclose to each other. Thus f is locally distance in-creasing on U0 with respect to the metric distU .Since there are no critical points in J , it followsfrom the Sullivan classi�cation of Fatou componentsthat every critical orbit must converge to an at-tracting or parabolic cycle. Therefore the intersec-tion � = P \ J can be described as the set of allparabolic periodic points. If there are no parabolicpoints, then J � U0, and it follows that f is locallydistance increasing on J with respect to the met-ric distU . However, if f has parabolic points, thenthe Poincar�e metric becomes in�nite at such points.We will modify this metric near these points so asto obtain a better behaved metric.It will be convenient to choose coordinates so thatthe Julia set J is contained in the �nite plane C . ThePoincar�e metric on U = bC rP has the form �(z)jdzjthroughout U \ C , where � extends to a function� : C ! (0;1]which is continuous everywhere, but takes the value+1 on the points of P \ C . In particular, �(z)tends to in�nity as z tends to any point in the set� = P \ J of parabolic points. First suppose thatthese parabolic points are all �xed under f , with

multiplier +1. Let M > 0 be a constant which islarge enough so thatM > �(z)=jf 0(z)j (B–2)for every z in the �nite set f�1(�)r�. (This ratio�(z)=jf 0(z)j is always �nite at the points of f�1(�)r�, since such points are non-critical and outside P .)Let N"(�) be the open neighborhood of Euclideanradius " about the parabolic set �. We de�ne a newRiemannian metric �(z)jdzj on the open set U 0 =N"(�) [ (C r P ) by setting�(z) = �M for z 2 N"(�),�(z) for z 62 N"(�).This function � has a jump discontinuity on the cir-cle of radius " about each parabolic point; but thiswill not cause any di�culty. As usual, we use thisRiemannian metric to de�ne a distance dist�(x; y)between points of U 0 as the in�mum of lengthslength�(�) = Z� �(z)jdzj;where � ranges over all piecewise smooth paths join-ing the two points within U 0.If " is su�ciently small , then we will prove that f jJis locally distance increasing with respect to this met-ric dist�.Since �(�) = 1, we can certainly choose " smallenough so that �(z) > M throughout the neighbor-hood N2"(�). Evidently this will guarantee that anyEuclidean straight line segment lying within N"(�)is the unique �-geodesic of minimal �-length join-ing its endpoints. To study behavior of f near aparabolic point z0, we proceed as follows. Assumingfor convenience that z0 = 0, we can write the localpower series expansion asf(z) = z�1 + azm + (higher terms)�;where m � 1 and a 6= 0. Using the Leau{FatouFlower Theorem, we obtain the estimateazmjazmj ! 1as z ! 0 within the Julia set J . Hencef(z) = z�1 + jazmj+ o(zm)�;f 0(z) = 1 + (m+ 1)jazmj + o(zm)as z ! 0 within J . It follows easily that f jJ isdistance increasing throughout some neighborhood
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of each parabolic point. Furthermore, if "0 is su�-ciently small, it follows thatjf(z)j > jzj; jf 0(z)j > 1 for 0 < jzj < "0: (B–3)To prove that f is locally distance increasing atpoints of J r� we will prove the in�nitesimal formof the required inequality. That is we will prove that�(f(z)) jf 0(z)j > �(z) (B–4)throughout J r�, and hence thatZ� �(f(z)) jdf(z)j = Z� �(f(z)) jf 0(z)dzj> Z� �(z) jdzjfor any path � in some neighborhood of Jr�. Thereare four cases to consider: If both z and f(z) belongto N"(�), then (B{4) follows from (B{3). If neitherz nor f(z) belongs to N"(�), then it follows from thecorresponding property of the Poincar�e metric. If zbelongs to N"(�) but f(z) does not, then it followssince�(f(z)) jf 0(z)j = �(f(z)) jf 0(z)j > �(z) > M = �(z):Finally, if z 2 f�1N"(�) r N"(�), then we pro-ceed as follows. A compactness argument showsthat f�1N"(�) shrinks down to f�1(�) as " & 0.Thus, given "0 we can �nd " so that every pointz of f�1N"(�) has Euclidean distance at most "0from some point ẑ 2 f�1(�). If ẑ 2 �, then sincef(z) 2 N "(�) it follows from (B{3) that z 2 N"(�)also, contradicting the hypothesis that z 62 N"(�).On the other hand, if ẑ 6= � then it follows from(B{2) that M jf 0(ẑ)j > �(ẑ). If " is su�cientlysmall, it evidently follows thatM jf 0(z)j > �(z) also.This proves B.3 in the special case where everyparabolic point is a �xed point of multiplier +1. Tohandle the general case, choose a positive integer kso that every parabolic point of f�k is a �xed pointof multiplier +1, and let dist�(x; y) be a metric withthe required property for f�k. Then f itself will belocally distance increasing on J with respect to themetric dist0(x; y) = k�1Xj=0 dist� �f�j(x); f�j(y)�:This proves B.3, and completes the proof of Theo-rem B.1. �

Let f be rational of degree n � 2 with Julia set J .
Lemma B.4. Suppose that there exists a closed disk�� � bC that(a) contains all of the critical values of f in its in-terior ,(b) satis�es f(��) � ��, and(c) eventually absorbs every orbit in the Fatou set .Then f jJ is topologically conjugate to the one-sidedshift on n symbols .
Proof. It follows from (b) that the interior of such adisk �� is contained in the Fatou set. Therefore, by(a) and Theorem B.1, the Julia set J is totally dis-connected. As in the proof of Lemma B.2, the com-plementary closed disk � contains J , and f�1(�)splits as a disjoint union �1 [ � � � [�n, where each�i maps homeomorphically onto �. But now wehave the additional information that each �i is asubset of �. It follows inductively that each �niteintersection�i0 i1 ��� ik = �i0 \ f�1(�i1) \ � � � \ f�k(�ik)is a closed topological disk. In factf : �i0 i1 ::: ik '�!�i1 i2 ::: ik '�! � � �'�!�ik�1 ik '�!�ik '�!�:Now given an in�nite sequence I = (i0; i1; i2; : : :),it follows that the intersection JI of the nested se-quence �i0 � �i0 i1 � �i0 i1 i2 � � � �is compact, connected, and non-vacuous. This in-tersection is contained in the Julia set, since by con-dition (c) every orbit outside of the Julia set eventu-ally leaves the disk �. Hence by Theorem B.1 eachJI is a single point.Equivalently, to each point z of J we can assign asequence I(z) = (i0; i1; i2; : : :) of integers between 1and n by the condition that zj 2 Dij wheref : z = z0 7! z1 7! z2 7! � � �is the orbit of z. Evidently JI consists of the uniquepoint which has symbol sequence equal to I. Sincef maps JI to J�(I), where�(i0; i1; : : :) = (i1; i2; : : :)
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is the shift operator, this proves that the correspon-dence z 7! I(z) is a topological conjugacy from f jJonto the one-sided shift on n symbols. �We will only try to apply this lemma in the followingvery special case.
Theorem B.5. If f has only two critical values , both inthe same Fatou component , then f jJ is topologicallyconjugate to a one-sided shift .
Note. The hypothesis that f has only two criticalvalues implies that f has only two critical points(making use of the fact that the twice puncturedsphere has free cyclic fundamental group). By con-trast, a Chebyshev polynomial of degree n � 3 hasonly three distinct critical values on the Riemannsphere but has n distinct critical points.
Proof of Theorem B.5. Let U0 be a simply connectedopen set bounded by a smooth Jordan curve, whichsatis�es f(U0) � U0, and which eventually absorbsevery orbit in the Fatou set. Thus in the hyper-bolic case U0 will be a neighborhood of the attract-ing point, while in the parabolic case U0 will be acarefully chosen attracting petal. We can assumethat the boundary of U0 is disjoint from the twocritical orbits. Now de�ne a sequence of connectedopen sets with smooth boundaryU0 � U1 � U2 � � � �by setting Uk+1 equal to the connected componentof f�1(Uk) which contains Uk. If Uk is simply con-nected and contains at most one critical value, thenit is easy to show that Uk+1 is also simply connected.Thus we can continue this construction until we ob-tain some Um which contains both critical values.The closure Um will then be the required disk ��,so that we can apply Lemma B.4. �
APPENDIX C. CROSS-RATIO FORMULASIn Remark 1.6 we mentioned that the invariant Xof Lemma 1.1 can be de�ned as a cross-ratio. Thisappendix will give corresponding formulas for theinvariants Y1 and Y2. I will use the nonstandardnotation pr qs = (p� q)(r � s)(p� r)(q � s) 2 bC

(product of row di�erences, divided by product ofcolumn di�erences). This cross-ratio symbol can becharacterized as follows. It is well de�ned unlessthree of the four points p qr s in bC coincide, and ittakes the value:8<: 0 if two entries in the same row are equal,1 if two entries in the same column are equal,1 if two diagonally opposite entries are equal.Furthermore, if three of the four variables p; q; r; sare �xed and distinct, then it represents a M�obiustransformation of the remaining variable.As an example, since a M�obius transformationwhich �xes three points is the identity, it followsthat x1 01 = x:Furthermore, it follows easily that'(p)'(r) '(q)'(s) = pr qsfor any M�obius transformation '. This symbol isindependent of the order of rows or columns, that isit satis�es the symmetry relationspr qs = rp sq = sq rp = qs pr :Now let c1 and c2 be the critical points of thebicritical map f , let vi = f(ci) be the critical values,and let pi 2 f�1(ci) be any one of the n preimagesof ci. For example, using the usual normal formf(z) = (azn + b)=(czn + d);we can takec1 =1; v1 = a=c; p1 2 np�d=cc2 = 0; v2 = b=d; p2 2 np�b=a:Using these notations, we can write Remark 1.6 inthe formc1c2 v1v2 = �v2v1 � v2 = �b=da=c� b=d = �bcad� bc = �X:Now consider the cross-ratioc1p1 v2c2 = p1v2 = np�d=cb=d :This is well de�ned only up to multiplication by ann-the root of unity. However its n-th power� c1p1 v2c2�n = �d=cbn=dn = �dn+1bnc
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is always well de�ned as an element of bC . If c 6= 0then we can multiply numerator and denominatorby cn�1, thus reducing this expression to the form� c1p1 v2c2 �n = �cn�1dn+1bncn= �cn�1dn+1(ad� bc)n � bcad� bc��n = �Y2Xn :This proves that we can compute Y2 by a cross-ratiowhenever X 6= 0. Still assuming that c 6= 0, we canalso consider the expression� c1p1 v1c2 �n = (p1=v1)n = �d=can=cn= cn�1dn+1andn = �Y2(X + 1)n :Note that the left side of this equation is indeter-minate if and only if c = 0, or equivalently if andonly if c1 = v1 = p1. But whenever this happens,it follows that Y2 = 0. Since X and X + 1 cannotboth be zero, this shows that we can compute Y2 inall cases. Interchanging the roles of the two criticalpoints, we �nd similar expressions for Y1.
APPENDIX D. ENTIRE AND MEROMORPHIC MAPSDouady has pointed out to me that there is an analo-gous theory of entire transcendental or meromorphicmaps that have only two singular values.
Lemma D.1. Suppose that f : U ! bC is a holomor-phic map with only two singular values , say v1 andv2, where U is a connected open subset of bC . If fhas in�nite degree, then U must be the complementof a single point s 2 bC , and f must map bC r fsgonto bC r fv1; v2g by a free cyclic covering map.Here, by a singular value v 2 bC we mean either acritical value, or an asymptotic value for the mapf . (By de�nition, z is an asymptotic value if it canbe described as the limit z = limt!1 f(p(t)) wherep : [0; 1)! U is a path which eventually leaves anycompact subset of U .) The Lemma asserts that thef in question cannot have any critical values, so wecould equally well describe it as a map with twoasymptotic values.For a quite di�erent characterization of this familyof maps, see [Devaney and Keen 1988a; 1989].

Proof of Lemma D.1. It is not di�cult to see that fmust carry the complement Urf�1fv1; v2g onto bC rfv1; v2g by a covering map. Since the fundamentalgroup of the image space is cyclic, this can only be acyclic covering. If it has in�nite degree, then it mustbe a universal covering. Hence Urf�1fv1; v2g mustbe conformally equivalent to the universal coveringof bC r fv1; v2g, or in other words to C itself. SinceU cannot be the entire Riemann sphere, this provesthat U = bC r fsg for some unique point s, and thatf : U ! bC r fv1; v2gis a free cyclic covering map. Note that f has anessential singularity at s. �If we put the two singular values at zero and in�nity,then one example of a universal covering of bC rfv1; v2g = C r f0g is given by the exponential mapexp : C ! C r f0g:Hence f can be described as the composition f =exp ��, where � is some conformal isomorphism frombC r fsg onto C . Evidently we can express any such� as a M�obius transformation�(z) = az + bcz + d with ad� bc 6= 0;so thatf(z) = exp ��(z) = exp�az + bcz + d� ; (D–5)with essential singularity at s = �d=c 2 bC .In practice, it will be convenient to conjugate f =exp �� by �, so as to obtain a normal formg = � � f � ��1 = � � exp :Thus g(w) = aew + bcew + d; (D–6)or equivalently g(2w) = aew+be�wcew+de�w . The essential sin-gularity of g is at in�nity, and its singular values arev1 = a=c and v2 = b=d. Note the identityg(w + 2�i) = g(w):In fact we can describe g as a compositionC projection�! C =2�iZ �=�! bC r fa=c; b=dg:Since this description is rather rigid, we are free tochange the coordinate w only by a translation, or
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a sign change followed by translation. If we con-jugate g by a translation, then the resulting mapw 7! g(w+ t)� t has the form (D{6) with matrix ofcoe�cients � et(a� tc) b� tdetc d �
or equivalently� et=2(a� tc) e�t=2(b� td)et=2c e�t=2d �
if we prefer to work only with unimodular matrices).Thus the additive group of translations acts on themanifold PGL(2; C ) by a correspondence which wecan write as�t : � a bc d � 7! � 1 �t0 1 � � a bc d � � et=2 00 e�t=2 � :

(D–7)The di�erencev1 � v2 = ac � bd = ad� bccdremains invariant under this transformation, sincev1 and v2 are both translated by the same constant�t. De�ne X to be the reciprocalX = 1v1 � v2 = cdad� bc 2 C : (D–8)This number X is a conformal conjugacy invariant.For if we replace g(w) by �g(�w) then the matrix� a bc d � of coe�cients will be replaced by��1 00 1 � � a bc d � � 0 11 0 � = ��b �ad c � ; (D–9)so that (v1; v2) is replaced by (�v2;�v1), and againthe expression (D{8) remains invariant. Since anycooordinate change which carries (D{6) to anotherexpression of the same form is a composition oftranslations and sign changes, it follows that X isindeed a conformal conjugacy invariant.We will prove several statements which are rem-iniscent of the descriptions of moduli space in Sec-tions 1 and 2. For each �xed X, we need one fur-ther complex number to give a complete conjugacyclass invariant. Furthermore, given X(f) and given� 6= 0, there is a unique conjugacy class of maps (f)which have a �xed point of multiplier �. However,unlike the �nite degree situation of Section 1, it is

necessary to treat the cases X = 0 and X 6= 0 sepa-rately in order to obtain reasonable moduli spaces.
Entire Transcendental Case. If X = 0, or equivalentlyif the essential singularity occurs at one of the twosingular values, then putting s = v1 at in�nity andputting v2 at zero, the normal form (D{6) reducesto g(w) = kew for some constant k 2 C r f0g:Here k = g0(0) is a conjugacy class invariant. Thuswe obtain the exponential family, which has beenstudied by several authors. (See [Devaney 1991], forexample.) We could also ue the normal formf(z) = g(kz)=k = ekz;again with s = 1 and zero as singular values, andagain with invariant k = f 0(0). If we specify that ghas a �xed point w0 = g(w0) of multiplier g0(w0) =�, then since g0(w0) = g(w0) = w0 it follows thatw0 = �, and hence that the invariant k = w0e�w0 isuniquely determined by �.
Meromorphic Case. If X 6= 0, or equivalently if thethree distinguished points s; v1; v2 are pairwise dis-tinct, then g : C ! bC r fv1; v2g is a meromorphicmap. (For a survey of meromorphic dynamics, see[Bergweiler 1993].) In analogy with Section 1 wewill construct a conjugacy invariant Y = Y1 + Y2.Let Y1 = cd exp ac ; Y2 = dc exp �bd ;with productY1Y2 = exp�ac � bd� = exp�ad� bccd � = e1=X :

(D–10)Then it is not di�cult to check that both Y1 andY2 are invariant under the action (D{7), and thatY1 and Y2 are interchanged by the transformation(D{9). Hence the sum Y = Y1 + Y2 is a conjugacyclass invariant. The two quantities Y1 and Y2 indi-vidually will be described as half-invariants, sinceonly the unordered pair fY1; Y2g is actually a conju-gacy invariant.The choice of X 6= 0 and Y uniquely determinesthe conjugacy class. In fact we can compute the un-ordered pair fY1; Y2g by solving a quadratic equa-tion. Given Y1, we can assume, by using the ac-
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tion (D{7), that c = d so that Y1 = ea=c. Thuswe can compute the ratio a=c, up to a summandin 2�iZ , and then compute the ratio b=d from theidentity a=c�b=d = 1=X. Thus the function g(w) =(aew + b)=(cew + d) is uniquely determined, up to asummand in 2�iZ which can be removed by a cor-responding translation of the coordinate w. Thisproves the following.
Lemma D.2. The moduli space for meromorphic mapswith two singular values is biholomorphic to (C rf0g)� C , with coordinates X and Y .
Cross-Ratios. Just as in Appendix C, we can expressthe Yi as cross-ratios. For example, using the normalform (D{5), one easily checks that:v1f(v1) sv2 = �Y1:However, it does not seem possible to compute theinvariant X as a cross-ratio.
Bad Topology. It might seem natural to combine themoduli space for the exponential family, togetherwith the moduli space for our meromorphic family,into a larger moduli space, isomorphic to a union(C r f0g)[ (C r f0g)� C ) . However this does notyield any useful result since the natural topologyon the union is not Hausdor�. To see this, con-sider the two maps z 7! ez and z 7! 2ez in theexponential family. Although these are not conju-gate, I will show that given any neighborhood N1of the �rst and any neighborhood N2 of the sec-ond within the space of maps with two singular val-ues, some map in N1 is conjugate to a map in N2.Consider the analytic function � 7! 2�2e1=�, whichhas an essential singularity at the origin. Since thisfunction omits the values 0 and 1, it follows fromPicard's Theorem that we can choose a sequence ofvalues of � tending to zero which satisfy the equa-tion 2�2e1=� = 1. For each such �, consider the twomeromorphic mapsew�ew + 1 ; 2ew2�ew + 1 :A brief computation shows that both have invariantsX = � and Y = �e1=� + 1=�. Hence the two areconjugate, although these sequences tend to non-conjugate limits as � ! 0.

Comparison with Bicritical Maps. Our invariants formeromorphic maps look rather di�erent from theinvariants of Section 1, but in fact there is a de�niterelationship. As in [Devaney et al. 1986], we canapproximate the exponential map by the unicriticalpolynomials En(w) = (1 + w=n)n. Hence we canapproximate the meromorphic function g of (D{6)by the bicritical mapsgn(w) = aEn(w) + bcEn(w) + dthroughout any compact subset of C . A straightfor-ward computation then shows thatX(g) = limn!1X(gn)=nand that Yi(g) = limn!1Yi(gn)=X(gn)n:
The Symmetry Locus. There is a non-trivial M�obiusautomorphism which commutes with g if and onlyif Y1(g) = Y2(g). In view of (D{10), this means thatY1 = Y2 = (Y=2) = �e1=2X :If we choose the plus sign, then the most generalexample is conjugate tog(w) = kew � 1ew + 1 = k tanh(w=2);with a �xed point of multiplier k=2 at the center ofsymmetry. Here Y1 = Y2 = ek and X = 1=2k. (Fora discussion of the tangent family, see [Devaney andKeen 1988b], for example.) If we choose the minussign, then we can takeg(w) = kew + 1ew � 1 = k coth(w=2):This is just the image of k tanh(w=2) under the in-volution g 7! Jg � g of Remark 1.5.
Fixed Points and the Curves Per1(�). Suppose that g hasa �xed point w0 = g(w0) with multiplier � = g0(w0).We will prove that the conjugacy class (g) is uniquelydetermined by X(g) together with �. We again usethe normal form (D{6), but now we translate coordi-nates so that the �xed point is at the origin. Thenthe �xed point equation 0 = g(0) reduces to theequation a+ b = 0. If ad� bc = 1, we have X = cd,and we see easily that g0(0) = 1=(c + d)2 so thatc + d = �1=p� is uniquely determined up to sign.
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Hence we can solve for the unordered pair fc; dg upto sign. We can then solve for a and b = �a sincead� bc = a(c+ d) = 1. Thus the conjugacy class isuniquely determined. Multiplying all coe�cients bya common constant, this solution can be written as� a bc d � = � 2� �2�1 + r 1� r �with determinant ad� bc = 4�, where r2 = 1� 4�Xis distinct from 1. From this, one can easily writedown a precise but somewhat complicated formulafor the invariant Y as a function of � and X. Thisfunction is holomorphic, since it can be expressed asthe sum of a power series, convergent for jrj < 1, inwhich only even powers of r appear.
Real forms. A meromorphic map with two singularvalues commutes with some antiholomorphic invo-lution � if and only if the invariants X and Y areboth real. (Compare Section 5.) If Y 2 > 4 e1=X ,then the half-invariants Y1; Y2 are also real, and thesingular values are �xed by �. In this case, using thenormal form (D{6) with real coe�cients, the mapg carries R di�eomorphically onto an open intervalin R [ f1g, bounded by the two singular values.On the other hand, if Y 2 < 4 e1=X , then the half-invariants Y1; Y2 are complex conjugate, and the sin-gular values are interchanged by �. In this case wecan use a normal formz 7! a tan z + bc tan z + dwith real coe�cients. These maps carry R onto R [1 by a compositionR projection�! R =�Z �=�! R [ f1g;with degree �1. On the symmetry locus, withY 2 = 4 e1=X , there are two possible choices for �and we can use either normal form.
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